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IN THE SUPREME COURT OP SOUTH AFRICA — 

( APPELLATE DIVISION)

In the matter between:

1. PIETER STEGMANN DE VILLIERS
' 2. WILLIAM STEGMANN BE VILLIERS ♦ .. Appellants

and

1. JOHANNES iHENDRIK BARNARD
2» JAMES PETER COETZEE
3« ALEXANDER COETZEE ••• Respondents

Coram: Pagan, C.J., De Beer, Beyers, JJ.A*, Reynolds et Hall, 

A.JJ.a.

HEARD: March 10-14, 19-21, 1958. DELIVERED: 121^9
JUDGMENT

REYNOLDS, A.J.A.

In this judgment & considered the rights of the 

owners of the property known as ’’Klein Aar” to use the water 

U tf
of the Salt River* aKlein Aar is not riparian to that river, 

but used its water before 1906 in some measure but afterwards, 

after the gassing of Act 8 of 1912, increased that user 

considerably. The Appellants contend that the owners of 

"Klein Aar" are restricted to using the amount of water used 

by that property.>before, and up to# the passing of the Irrigatiox 

Act 32 of 1906, or at the latest before the Act 8 of 1912* 

This contention will be referred to as "the limited user". 

The owners of "Klein Aar" (now 2nd and 3rd Respondents in
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this appeal) maintain that they can use water not only 

for the ’’limited user” but all water they reasonably require 

for all irrigable land on ’’Klein Aar”. This contention will 

be referred to as ’’extensive user". In the first potion of 

this judgment the Act of 1906 is referred to as ’’the Act”» 

To ascertain which of these contentions is correct, 

the enquiry falls into two distinct parts- The first is to 

enquire what rights ’’Klein Aar” enjoyed under the Act of 1906. 

This is really a most important question in view of the wording 

of Section 24Ain subparagraph (c) which reads :

Section 24 ’’Nothing in this chapter shall be 
” construed as - (c) preventing any person who, 
” prior to the commencement of this Act, has used 
” and was entitled to use the water of any stream 
’’ for irrigating non-riparian land, from con- 
” tinuing so to use the water”.

If it is found that under the Act of 1906, the owners of 

’’Klein Aar” were entitled to the ’’extensive use” of the water, 

then there must be considered whether this right was in any 

way modified, or done away with, by any provisions or Regu

lations relating to the Act of 1912* It is this first por

tion of the enquiry that is most important for subsection (c) 

of Section 24 simply says that the right continues if the person 

eiynyed it before the passing of the Act of 1912 as of right.

/Dealing ... 3
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Dealing with the first question, it is clear that 

prior to ths passing of the Act of 1906, the water of a river 

like the Salt River did not "belong to the public but was 

water which belonged to the owner of the land over which it 

passed as long as it was passing over his land. That is the 

simplest example that will be used here. If an owner had a 

farm ”A” through the middle of which the river flowed and also 

a farm "B", contiguous to A, through which the river did not 

pass (to take the ^ínple example), he could use the water not onlj 

on "A" but also on , and use it to any extent he pleased. 

That might be a valuable right since the farm "B1' might have 

better irrigable land, or land better suited for manufacturing 

purposes, or other purposes. In fact he might have bought 

the two farms to farm them as one property, or because of the 

greater advantage of "B". On either farm he may have construc

ted irrigation oroother works, and for those works he had the 

right to divert the water from the river and use as much as he 

pleased. He could use the water wastefully for maximum crops, 

or by a bad system of irrigations or a wasteful manufacture, 

and was not restricted to the reasonable use of the water.

In l$)06 the Act was passed to put an end to this 

unlimited right of the private owner. It was intended to see
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that wqter, even in intermittent streams, should be reason

ably used, and used to the best advantage of the country. 

To do that, the Act restricted, henceforth, the rights of the 

user of the water, and gave the reasonable use of the water 

firstly to the riparian owners of the land, and then, in certain 

circumstances, to others after that use had been provided for* 

But, in so restricting the former rights of the owner, the Act 

had to protect them to some extent at least regarding the works 

they had «tmstoeeed prior to 1906* That would apply to works 

both on the riparian land A, and on the non-riparian land, B. 

That the Act did so in this respect is rightly common cause in 

this case, and it did protect them by limiting the future use 

of water for those works ta a beneficial user of the water.

It is equally common cause that, as regards both riparian and 

non-riparian land, if Sub-section (a) of Section 8 refers to 

both riparian and non-riparian land, the Act expressly imposed 

a limitation on this recognition of previously existing rights, 

be 
and that limitation was not only thgt the water should/bene- 

ficially used, but that it must have been used as of right for 

works "constructed or in the course of construction” at the 

dai?e of the passing of the Act. This obviously, must have 

unequal, indeed inequitable results. Both C and B each have 

bought farms like A and B because of the mutual ad

vantages the farms could 
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have if farmed, or used together. C may have completed, or 

had under construction, but a very short time before the passing 

of the Act, irrigation or other works and have used the water. 

D may have fully intended to use the water in the non-riparian 

farm soon but not have actually started the construction of his 

works. Yet, plainly C came in for protection of the amount that 

could be used by his works even in the acceptance of the wten- 

tion of ’’limited user”. D was cut out completely. Indeed, 

there might be even more unfair results. B might be the lower 

riparian owner and have completed his works some time before 

the passing of the Act, while C, the upper owner only completed 

his works just before the passing of the act. But owing to the 

seasons, freshets may have reached C before the passing of the 

Act, and he^have used the water, while the freshets may not have 

reached B and he not used the water in time. Yet C would 

receive protection under the Act and B not^for the benefits 

given by the Act to non-riparian land are contingent on the 

water having been used before the of the Act. But

inequitable as this would be, it plainly is the case even if 

the contention of “restricted user” be career , That is clear 

and common cause, and is due to the fact that the Legislative in 

altering the law «£& to adopt some rule in cutting down the
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previous: rights’ of owners of water, and adopted this- rule, 

even though It would have inequitable results.

So much is; clear. But the'question remains 

whether, in favouring the owner of the non-riparian land 

who had constructed or was: in the course of constructing 

irrigation works' which actually used water, the Act did not 

limit its; favour to protecting him in regard only to these1 

works, or1really equated his-whole non-riparian land ter 

riparian land as; regards;, irrigation. That there* was an' 

equation as'regards irrigation of some of his property to 

riparian land is clear even in the contention of "limited 

user"1. As already pointed out, the Act must have1 acted 

Inequitably in some respects, and the question is; whether 

it meant to restrict an owner who may have bought the non- 

riparian land contiguous to his: riparian land for its; irri

gable land to this "limited user", when he had already shown 

he was going to irrigate the non-riparian land. It would 

thusi confiscate a valuable right. Indeedjif the user was

restricted to the; "limited user" would not this person be put 

to great disadvantage if years after the passing of the Act, 

he had to prove the exact extent of his limited user? This* 

is the question to be considered at present.

These were some of the difficulties; to be dealt 
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with by the Legislature, when Act 32 of 1906 was passed.

Whatever the difficulties- were however, it iff only from the 

language used in the Act, and from that;alone, that the in

tention of the * Legislature can be ascertained and it iff now 

necessary to consider that language. Considerations of 

equity cannot correct the language of the Act, if clear.

CqníM*]}
Section 7 of the Act of 1906 oenfcwd the rights’ 

of user of a stream like the Salt River to "riparian proprietors1' 
W fa? 

alone but "subject to the existing rights; of others" and^then 

went on to enact Section 8 which reads’ t-

11 Nothing in the preceding section shall i

11 (a) compel any person who, previous to the

11 passing of this Act, has constructed or had in

11 course of construction works for the useful em- 

" ployment of the water of any intermittent stream, 

M to allow to flow down past his works water which 

" he could beneficially use by means of and for the 

11 purposes of his work, and which he was; entitled so 

11 to use;

11 (b) prevent any person from doing anything necessary 

,r to prevent the erosion of land;*

11 (c) prevent any person who, prior to the commence- 

u ment of this Act, has used and was1 entitled to use 

” the water of an intermittent stream for irrigating 

lf a non-riparian property, from continuing such use.

11 And any special regulations drafted hereafter 

n under the preceding section shall not interfere

11 with the enjoyment of the exemptions: in this 

11 section mentioned.”
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It is clear from the concluding portion of the 

Section that the rights conferred in the exemption were 

protected to the full and these rights are also fully pro

tected in the Regulations framed under Section 116 which 

had the same effect as if they were enacted in the Act* 

Those especially dealing with "intermittent" streams like the 

Salt River, provide in such Regulations as 113 for the quantity 

to be used by riparian owners to be "subject to the existing 

rights of others" and Regulation 116 reads

" In considering what are ’the existing rights 
" of others* the court shall have regard to 
" (a) the rights of other owners which are pro- 
" tected under Section 8 of the Act."

But though the concluding portion of Section 8, and 

the Regulations, show the anxiety to protect these rights, they 

offered no help in ascertaining the extent and ambit of the 

rights, and that is the question to be decided#

In my view, Sub-section 8(a) refers to, and includes, 

both riparian and non-riparian land# It has been pointed out 

that the owner of A, in the example given or in any case, may 

before 1906 have established factories or carried on irrigation 

on non-riparian property because of the better advantages of 

the non-riparian land# It is obvious that the right to these 

activities would not be confiscated by the Act, and Section 8(a)

/ alone •••#••••••••8(a) 
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alone would make that clear.

If Sub-section (c) is the only Sub-sectio^ in Section 8 

referring to non-riparian land, then rights to use water for 

factories etc# existing before 1906 would be confiscated for 
F c fa) 

Sub-section (c) refers only to irrigation before 1 

definitely 
says qLuite that a ’’person” who has ’’constructed or

had in course of construction” works for the useful employment 

of water does not have to allow to flow past his works the 

water he could beneficially use for these works. It does not 

say that ”a riparian" owner only is entitled to this right.

In Section 7 the words "every riparian owner" are used in giving 

rights to use the water of an intermittent stream and nothing 

would be easier than to use these words again in Sub-section (a) 

if only riparian owners were referred to *- but the words are 

not used. A "person" is given the rights, and then is defined 

who thafperson" is and he is the one who has constructed or 

had in course of construction, the works described. Every 

riparian owner and every non-riparian owner who has so con

structed works comes within this definition if he had the right 

to use the water. The word "person" and the definition of 

who that person is, was plainly put as it is in Sub-section (a) 

so that neither lost any rights at least to the "limited user" 

of water dealt with in Sub-section (a). It seems, therefore, 

/ that ...... ../8(b) 
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that Sub-section (a) refers to both riparian and non-riparg)im- 

land and to that extent must equate them, and this gives 

addifi force to what is said in considering Section 9 of 

the Act and Regulation 119 that under them the non-ri pari an 

land is given rights even on the "limited user" contention, and 

"riparian land" as in the Section and Regulation set out cannot 

have its ordinary meaning or else it would completely nullify 

the rights given to non-riparian land by Sub-section (a) without 

even taking into account whether further rights were given by 

Sub-section (c). But, even if Sub-section (c) only gives 

rights under the "limited user" contention, that would and must 

mean, that to some extent riparian and non-riparian land are 

equated and must affect the meaning given to "riparian land" in 

Sub-section 9 and Regulation 119 and to corresponding provisions 

in Act 8 of 1912« As both riparian and non-riparian land are 

dealt with in Subsection 8(a), all are exempted from the pro

visions of Section 7 so long as they come within the provisions 

of Sub-section (a) and it seems to be accepted that "works" in

clude irrigation works. This would include all works, however 

great or small. Even

/irrigation ........................ 9
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irrigation by pumping involves; the construction of irrigation 

works^ both in installing the pump and using the water pumped 

by means of pipes and furrow». But it will be? seen that sub

section* (a) and Sub-section (c) differ wholly in their contents; 

and nature on all relevant points. The only features they 

have in common are (1) that the water must have been used 

before 1906 and (2) that it was: used of right. These' they 

had to have in common because, as- to (1), it is; water common to 

them both that is-dealt with, and, a» to (2), the Act would 

certainly not protect the use of water which the owners; were 

not entitled to use. But they differ in all other respects.

In making exemptions in favour of a person in regard 

to works owned by him, it is both usual and necessary to' 

define (1) what-the works exempted 

and. (2) what is- the limit of the exemption given to' 

these? work» if there is; a limit, and that is- especially so 

itr regard to any limitation relating to quantity; In Sub

section (a) this is done regarding both (1) and (2). As to 

(1) in defining the works to be exempted they are defined a» 

those which the "has; constructed or had In the course 

of construction" for employing water usefully. There could 

not be a more clear express limitation. In defining (2) the"
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extent of any possible limitation of the exemption given 

to these works, there iff again the express; quantitative 

limitation that the owner of the works; can use the amount 

of “water which he could beneficially use by means of and 

for the purposes of his work11. So sub-section (a) deals 

purely and solely with matters or rights expressly limited, 

and prjma facie does not deal with matters or rights* not dealt 

with in forms of express limitation.

But when Sub-section (c) is; examined, the position 

is: completely different in all. features save the two it just 

had to have in common with sub-section (a) as already indicated. 

Again there is* (1) the description of the person who is: 

entitled to the exemption from the provisions* of Section 7i 

Hé is the person who “has used and was entitled to use the 

water of an intermittent stream for irrigating a, non-riparlan 

property’1 before 1906. There is not the faintest suggestion 

of any express. or indeed any other, limitation confining his 

user to a portion of the property, or confining his* user to 

thaifTby works? constructed in the course of construction. Tn- 
A 

deed'^the worjis are simply that he used water for irrigating

and was entitled before 1906 to use water for that* 

pggpeyty, and it is clear that before 1906 he could use water* 

Mm
for the whole paapeety. Then as regards; (2), whew one

/ would ... 11
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would expect to find an express quantitative' limit if one was 

intended, there is no kind of express limitation at all, let 

alone a quantitative' one. In fact the opposite is: the case.

&&&£ r v

This* at ene indicates; that sub-section (a) and (c) 

deal with quite different matters, and exemptions', are divorced 

from one another, and are subject to different considerations'. 

As* sub-section (c) has- no express restriction, or any kind of 

restriction,, relating to the quantity of land that can be 

irrigated because of the exemption on it, or any^quantitive 

restriction as; to the amount of water to be used, and only 

refers to irrigation,, that might quite sufficiently settle the 

matter & of the “extensive user” * But

it is: best to consider what is so far set out merely as a 

basis for the further consideration of the matter in dispute.

Returning again to Sub-section (a) it is: not only 

what it does: expressly stat©' that matters, but also what it 

does not state or deal with at all. As- Sub-section (a) 

deals generally with both riparian and non-riparian land, and 

since;it makes; no distinction between them, it is best;to 

divide consideration of it into two parts. Dealing with the 

riparian land first, Sub-section (a) in express terms merely 

makes the restriction as regards- works “constructed or in the 
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course^ of construction” that they are to get water sufficient 

to enable them to be used beneficially* It; says nothing at 

all about any other rights; that the riparian land is- entitled 

to enjoy under Section 7 of the Act* Thus the riparian farm 

A. may have 300 irrigable morgen, and the works- ’’constructed 

or in the course of construction”' may be able only to irrigate 

50 morgen owing to the contour of the land, or the bad system 

on which they were constructed, or an extravagant system. 

These’ works are to be restricted to the amount of water re

quired for the beneficial user of the 50 morgen, BUt that; 

does- not mean that after 1906 the other 250 morgen would not 

be entitled to use water in a reasonable manner in addition.ts 

To hold otherwise- would be absurd. In the same way, if there 

were a factory on A, whether wastefully or? beneficially using 

water, the protection given to it in terms of Sub-section (a) 

does not mean that after 1906 the owner of A could not use 

water reasonably for irrigable land which he^ wishes, now after 

1906, to irrigate for the first time'. That right the owner 

of A, retains in each of the examples; given, under Section 7, 

and Sub-section (a) has got literally nothing to do with that* 

right, and does not pretend, in any way to deal with any matter 

other than the express; limitation it; deals; with relating to
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works: "constructed or in the course of construction". The 

250 morgen has rights under the Act to the reasonable use of 

water under Section 7.

Next must be considered the non-riparlan property 

fl GAM

dealt with by Sub-section (a). A^ry taking the example 

already given that the irrigation works on it "constructed 

or in the course of construction", can only irrigate- 50 morgen 

as: before stated, Sub-section (a) limits the water that:can 

be used for these works; to the amount that can be beneficially 

used. It is* the^ samewith a factory on the non-riparian land. 

But Sub-section fa) says nothing about' any right to use water 

reasonably on the other 250 morgen and does: not deal with that 

at all, just as it does'not deal with this right in the case 

of the riparian land. Then comes: the result of ’this, and the- 

reeult is quite different from what it is in the case' of 

riparian land if Sub-section (a) alone figured in Section 8. 

As: already pointed out, the result in the case of riparian' 

land is* that- Sub-section (a) still1 leaves the rights* to irri

gate the 250 morgen reasonably given by Section 7, quite in

tact, and does: so because Sub-section (a) in no way deals* with 
* 

the 250 morgen and is: confined to r,works constructed' or in the 

course of construction11. In the case of non-riparian land
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however, since Sub-section (a), standing alone, does not 

in any way deal with or exempt , the; 250 morgen, the result 

is that Section 7 applies:. Since «Section 7 confines- the1 

right to*water to riparian land, and since; Sub-section (a) 

only.r exempts as regards "works; constructed or to be construc

ted" , the result is- in the case of the; non-riparian land, 

that the 250 morgen noÉ irrigated’ before 1906 have' no rights 

at all to the water. If\Sub-section (a) alone figured in

Section 8, then the rights: to "limited user" for the works 

"constructed or in the course? of construction" is1 established 

as; the correct contention in this case» There is simply no 

need for a further provision establishing that only the rightt 

to? "limited user": is given, for it is- plainly provided to be 

the: position if Sub-section (a) alone figured in Section 8, 

and must be1 the position unless; a further?exemption is? given 

in Section 8 relating to^ the 250 morgen of the non-riparian 

land* Unless something further in the nature of an exemption 

is to be? given by Section 8, faction» 8 would not require any 

Subsections; other than (a) and (b). But the further exemption 
A

ia given in Sub-section (c) which relates? only to non-riparian 

land and differs completely from Subsection (a) and contains 
A

no hint of any express*limitation, and' the only limitation it 

can have is not an express; one at all but ^mply -fraction 7 
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still applies in 1 spiting the water for the 250 morgen to a 

reasonable use, and Section 7 applies that way since Sub

section (c) in no way contains any words exempting the user 

under it from the rules laid down in Section 7 as to how an 

upper proprietor can be restrained from using more than his 

reasonable share of water» What is very clear, however, in 

dealing with the non-riparian land dealt with in Sub-section 

is that any works to irrigate them in 1906 simply must have 

been works that were constructed* The water would have to be 

led across riparian land on to non-riparian land, usually by 

means of furrows and pipes» 1 am quite unable to see that 

only the intake portionzon the river bank, or in the river, 

can be separated from the furrows and that only that intake 

is included under the term "works constructed or in the course 

of construction'1 in Sub-section (a). The whole is included 

and sertainly irrigation, on riparian or non-riparian land 

cannot take place unless there are works constructed in the 

form of furrows or other means to distribute water,abstracted 

from a river ® either by an intake or pumping or any other way 

over the irrigated land. It is extremely difficult to see 

how the method of diverting the water at the edge of the river 

or in the river can be separated from the rest of the works 

by which irrigation is effected and it seems clear that by
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works, all are included as one whole work» This at once does 

away with any help to be obtained in favour of non-riparian. 

land not being included in Sub-section (a) owing to the words 

"flow down past his works”, for the water would flow down past 

the works of which the commencement is the intake or other 

method of diverting the water from the river. It seems quite 

clear that every irrigation of non-riparian land involves the 

construction of furrows or other works over the riparian 

property and thence to its destination on the non-riparian land 

by means of furrows or other means. Nor does it make any 

manner 
difference as to what is the in which the intake,

or other means of di/version, on the riparian property, is 

constructed. It may be£a primitive means - especially before 

1906 - such as sandbags, or logs, or earth, but that is allied 

to, and forms part of the conveyance across the riparian land 

by M furrows or other means, and the distribution of the water 

on the non—ripar/ian property by some method of irrigation. 

Sub-section (a) nowhere limits the size of the works or their 

nature provided they are constructed, i.e. man made and not 

by mature, quite apart from what I have said about the intake, 

a means of diversion, being only a part of other necessary 

works.

It was suggested that this might have very peculiar 

/ results./17
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property 
results» Before 1906 the owner of a non-riparian 

might obtain from the owner of a riparian property the right to 

obtain certain water by means of a sluice and mi ght obtain it 

either from a furrow of the owner of the servient riparian 

property or by getting a right from t*at owner to construct a 

furrow from the river across the riparian property to his own 

land» In that case, the owner of the dominant non—riparian 

property usesb the water before 1906, and it is urged that the 

consequence of this will be that he can get further water for 

Sub- 
all his irrigable land after 1906, if/section (c) is construed 

to favour extensive use. Nothing of the gind follows as a 

consequence. On the interpretation placed on Sub-section (c) 

that plainly refers only to a person who, in the example given 

of-the 300 Morgen, has (1) irrigated before 1906 the 50 Morgen 

by irrigation works and (2) has the right to develope, in 

future,* the 250 Morgen because he was a person who, before 1906, 

hadithe right to;use the water as he pleased over both his 

riparian-and his.non-riparian properties. That, the owner of 

riparian.and-non-riparian land plainly had. But, the 

dominant'owner-of the .non-riparian land had no such rights at 

all, for taking; a‘..servitude connotes that he is not the owner 

of the riparian land over which he obtained the servitude.

The sole right he .obtained before 1906 by his servitude is to 
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get the water dealt with by the servitude and to use the amount 

given him and no more. After 1906, that right continued - 

- he simply continues to 

enjoy the amount of water that his servitude, entered into be

fore 1906, gave to him. He can not get it increased by an 

additional right servitude from any riparian owner after 

1906. As already pointed out, the riparian owner of any 

servient property after I9O6, is still subject, as regards the 

whole 300 Morgen, to use the water reasonably or beneficially, 

and that means to use it for his own property and he cannot 

alienate his right to water that he does not use on his own 

property in favour of non-riparian property or to the detri

ment of a lower riparian owner. Hence, if the owner of the 

dominant non-riparian property has any rights at all under 

the servitude existing before 1906, they are confined to the 

rights given by that servitude and cannot be increased.

It is suggested that Sub-section (c), construed in 

favour of the extensive user, may have peculiar results where 

an original grant haw been divided into a number of units, each 

owned by a different owner or all owne/d by one owner. It is 

suggested that if they are all owned by one owner then by doing 

some irrigation on one unit before 1906, the owner gets the 

right of extensive user on all units. This is not so. Each 
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unit becomes a separate property owned under a separate title.

jFg; . If the 

owner does work on one property he only gets the extensive 

right for that unit or property and that right includes (1) the 

right to use water required for the beneficial user by the 

works he has constructed (the 50 Morgen) and (2) the right, in 

future, to bring the rest of his irrigable land under reasonable 

irrigation (the 250 Morgen).

Then, there is the question of water which spills over 

the bank of the river on the riparian property, or abutting on 

it, and then passes on to the non-riparian property. If this 

spilling over is done without any construction on the riparian 

property at all, and without any assistance from man, there is 

great difficulty in believing that it is any form of irrigation 

at all - within the meaning of Sub-section (c). It amounts to 

over 
no more than the usual flooding the banks of the river, 

and is not irrigation at all. Indeed, it would be difficult 

on the contention of "limited user" to see how the precise 

extent of the water used, or the land thus watered could be 

established. If the riparian owner makes any construction 

which brings it about, or assists to bring it about, then 

what he does amounts to a construction in itself and Section 

8(a) nowhere states that the work must be of a certain size or
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permanency• That would be so whatever the means the riparian 

owner adopts to conduct the overspill on to the non-riparian 

land, or even if he adopts no means at all* It would indeed 

be remarkable if he adopted none and let the water nut riot 

over his riparian land and equally remarkable if Sub-section (c) 

was solely introduced to cover such a remarkable performance. 

It seems quite clear, therefore, that where a person has owned 

both riparian and non-riparian land he could not convey the 

water for irrigation across his riparian to the non-riparian 

land without the construction of irrigation works such as 

furrows etc*-, in addition to some work - great or small, primi

tive or elaborate^ to divert the water from the river* All the 

irrigation means would be included in the word ’’works construct

ed or in the course of construction"» It would be remarkable 

if this conveyance by these works, ceased to be works when they 

reached the line, without breadth, which is the boundary of 

his riparian property, and still more remazkable when further 

furrows or works are required as a continuation of them to 

irrigate his non-riparian property* Indeed that would be so 

even if he delivered the water under a servitude though that 4 

matter does not arise for the reasons given. Hence, in every 

case, the actual irrigation of the non-riparian property prac

tised before 1906 would be by works constructed before 1906 
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and come within Sub-section (a). Accordingly, there would 

be no need whatever for Sub-section (c) unless some other right 

was given by Sub-section (c), as has already been indicated in 

this judgment and in that of the Water Court and the Court a quo 

It could only be the right of “extensive user”.

Even if the legislature in 1906 and in 1912 desired 

to commit tautology by printing in Sub-section (c), it is too 

remarkable to thin]^ they would do it by the terms of that 

Section. As already indicated, Sub-sections (a) and (c) 

differ completely* Sub-section (a) deals with express limi

tations and (c) does not deal with any limitation regarding the 

extent of the land At refers to and only deals with irrigation. 

However attractively stated, the construction of Sub-section (c) 

according to the contention of “limited user" means that it is 

construed to contain a limit as regards the extent of land 

referred to in it. The contention is that the land is limited 

to that irrigated before 1906 and there is no avoiding that 

fact. The closest examination of Sub-section (c) does not 

reveal even a suspicion or shadow of an^limitation as to the 

extent of land or it being confined to the extent limited be

fore 1906. On the contrary following limitations made in ex

press terms, it makes a general exception without any possible

suggestion in itself of an^Tlmitation of land. .This. is the 
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more remarkable when it does not exempt the land it deals with 

from the provisions of Section 7 * that the user must be a 

reasonable user of the water. Consequently, we are faced with 

the fact that by not exempting from reasonable use of the water 

*7 by that
as empowered by Section, it does silence impose a

A

rule regarding the reasonable use of the water, but simply in 

no way whatever gives any express limitation of the extent of 

land to which the duty of reasonable use applies. ^he right 

to irrigate all the land, both that irrigated before 1906, and 

that the owner could develope in future, plainly belonged, be

fore 1906, to the owner who owned the non-riparian as well as 

the riparian land, and would scarcely be taken away from him 

in terras that, at the very least, are so. wide and general as 

the words in Sub-section (c) even if we had norths words in Sub

section (a) with which to contrast them.

A somewhat remarkable result would seem to follow from 

saying that by Sub-section (c) the "limited user'* only is given. 

F may have a riparian farm, G, and contiguous to portion of it, 

a non-riparian farm, H, with 50 Morgen of good irrigable land. 

Before 1906 he may have constructed furrows over his riparian 

land and irrigated 5 Morgen of that property. By the conten- 

tion of "limited user11 he would completely have^bon^iscated
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from 1906 his right to future developement of the 45 Morgen. 

He may, however, have a neighbour, K, who only owns a non

riparian farm also abutting on a portion of the riparian farm, 

g. K and F may have entered, for valuable consideration, into 

a servitude agreement whereby K obtains from S’ all the water 

he requires for his irrigable land amounting to 50 Morgen. 

That agreement was quite valid before 1906. K may only have 

irrigated 2 Morgen before 1906. But the passing of the Act of 

I9O6 would not affect the contract of servitude between K and F 

for water for the full 50 Morgen. A valid contract like that 

is nowhere rendered invalid by Section 7 for the Section pre

serves existing rights of others. Yet that means that the 

rights obtained by K by a servitude contract continue to the 

extent the contract gives him rights, whereas the rights of the 

riparianj^which are real rights over the water to irrigate his 

own non-riparian land, are completely taken away as to the 

confiscated
45 Morgen. Real rights are but not contractual

ones creating a servitude. It would seem moie likely the case 

that both would be fairly treated and neither confiscated.

The servitude is preserved under Section 7 as being an 

existing right of others. But the real rights of the riparian 

owner are rights existing before 1906 and the rights of the 

owner himself and not of "others" and consequently not pre- 
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served by Section 7. Section 8 had to be inserted to preserve 

them. It preserved them subject to express limitations in 

Sub-section (a) but laid down no express limitations of extent 

of land at all in Sub-section (c), though it could easily have 

done so* It did this to see that the owner of real rights 

should not be dealt with less fairly that the owner of the 

servitude, who forfeits no right under the Act of 1906.

As regards the Act of 1906, the question of what is /the 

correct construction of Sub-section (c) is of paramount impor

tance, and has to be home in mind, always, in construing the 

Regulations. It is quite correct that these Regulations have 

force just as if they are contained in the Act. But, of course, 

they would only overrule the Act if they are inconsistent with 

the provisions of the Act - and that they are not when once 

examined.
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If I am wrong in the interpretation I have placed on 

Section 8, then that will affect what is said hereafter about 

the Regulations, except the passage where I expressly construe 

Regulation 118 independant of that meaning save the view that 

Sub-section (a) refers to both riparian and non-riparian land. 

If once it is wrong to construe Section 8 as establishing in 

itself the contention of “limited user“, then that must affect 

A*/ construction placed upon the Regulations as confirming 

that wrong construction* Indeed, the matter can be taken 

further : that, apart even from this aspect, to attempt to say 

that non-riparian land is not in some way equated to riparian 

land is quite an error on both the “limited user” contention 

and the "extensive user" contention^. The difference between 

the two is that in the “extensive user" contention the non- 

riparian is equated in both Sub-section (a) and (c) to complete

ly equate the two as regards irrigation. On the "limited user" 

non
it is only equated by Sub-section (c) giving the/ripprian land 

the user for irrigation only to the extent it was practised be

fore 1906, but clearly and inevitably equating the two to that 

extent* This has clearly to be borne in mind, especially in 

construing Section 9 of the Act and Regulation 119 as to the 

meaning of the words "riparian land" therein which must, at least 

include riparian land or either contention and not have its 
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ordinary meanings Failure to realise this must lead to view

ing the meaning of the Regulation wrongly.

In dealing with Act 8 of 1912, however, the importance 

of the correct construction of Section 24 in the Act is of 

even more importance. It is correct that it differs in no 

manner from Section 8(a) in its meaning, but in the Act of 1912 

Regulations are only valid in so far as they are not inconsistent 

with the provisions of the Act of 1912« Hence., if once the 

meaning of Section 8, standing by itself, is what I have indi

cated, no regulations could contradict or vary that meaning and 

the Regulations must be read in that light. If, on the other 

hand, the ''limited user" is the correct meaning of Section 24, 

the same result follows that the Regulations cannot contradict 

or vary that meaning for if they did so, they would have no 

validity.

It seems to me, therefore, that Section 8(a) refers to

both riparian and non-riparian land and Sub-section (c) gives

a larger right as regards irrigation to the "extensive user"

and I agree with the view expressed by OGILVIE THOMPSON, J.,

in the Court a duo wherein it is stated :

" Now if Sub-section (c) was intended to preserve
" merely the right to use that quantity of water which 
" was in fact diverted pricy to 1906 there would have 
" been no need at all for the sub-section, because 
M that right was already preserved by Sub-section (a). 
" This indicates it was the intention of the Legisla- 
" ture to preserve a wider right under Sub-section 
" (c), for otherwise Sub-section (c) was tautologous."
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V/hile there is no rule of law that tautology cannot 

occur in a document or an Act, such are not construed as con

taining tuatology unless it is clear that that is the case.

Yet it is not only not clear that tautology was committed but 

the exemptions in Section 8 and especially in Sub-section (c), 

have a clear meaning that acquits the Legislature of tautology. 

Indeed, it is noteworthy that in the later Act 8 of 1912, which
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replaced" the Act of'1906. the Section 24 is- in substantially 

the same words- as: Section 8, and apparently two Legislatures: 

would have been guilty of tautology if Sub-sections; (a) and 

(c) referred to the same right.

Moreover, there is another aspect of the matter. 

Previous to the passing of the Act of 1906, the owners of the 

non-riparian land dealt with in Section 8, had clearly the 

right to irrigate all irrigable non-riparian land. That 

right should not be taken away from them save in clear terms 

and these clear terms are lacking for, at the very least, Sub

section (c) is quite capable of the meaning assigned to it in 

this judgment, and by the Court a quo. Enough confiscation 

of previously existing common law. rights: occured when the1 

owner of non-riparian land like D, in the example given in 

the beginning of this judgment, lost all rights^ simply because 

he had not yet constructed' or had in course of construction 

works; by means of which he actually used the^water.

On the construction of Section 8, as: a whole, it is 

clear that' "extensive user" is: provided for as the grammatical 

construction of that section.

Before: considering the Regulatlonymade under the 

1906 Act, it is necessary to consider Section 9 of the Act which 

reads: r
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11 The Water Court shall be entitled to grant

rh permits’, subject to regulations: and the provisions'

11 of this; Act, for the use on non-riparian land of‘

11 of the surplus water of an intermittent’ stream

11 after the requirements provided for in the seventh 

,r and eighth sections have been satisfied on the" 

n riparian land;- and' every person to- whom a permit 

w has been granted shall be entitled to- use such

11 water.* to the extent and subject to the conditions' 

H stated in the permit; and no person shall inter- 

n fere with the use of such water as; authorized by 

Ui such permit11.

It must be emphasized that this enables the;

Water Court to grant permits-. subject to regulations' and the 

provisions of the Act, to use on non-riparian land the surplus 

water of an intermittent stream like the Salt River* Now- 

the rights- given by Section & (whatever their extent) are no£ 

rights- by permit, or conditioned by a permit, but are rights 

given by Sections; 7 and 8* It is quite impossible to believe 

that Section 9 could mean any of the rights given by Section 8, 

whether given to riparian or non-riparian land, should be dis

regarded in the giving of a mere permit. But there is; the 

wording in Section 9 that the permit can be given after- "th®; 

requirements provided for in the Seventh and Eighth section# 

have been satisfied on the riparian land11. If by riparian
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land is' meant the land through which the river passes; (to 

take a simple case as; an example), then both the limited user 

contention and the "extensive user " contention are negatived, 

and are done away with, for even on the “limited user" con

tention the rights; relate to^ non-riparian land* But it is 

quite impossible to believe that these rights’ were done away 

with in favour of a mere permit to be given to non-riparian 

land which the Water Court is entitled but not compelled to 

give, and can lay down conditions^ if it does give the permit. 

Even the limited user" contention equates, so far as irrigation 

is' concerned" non-riparian to* riparian rights-. It is' quite 

impossible to believe that though Sub-Section (a) of Section 8 

protects factories on non-riparian land to a limited extent, 

that protection is done away with in favour of a permit to

use surplus water. Indeed this’ is’ the more so since the' 

rights; given by Section 8 are to the water? of the intermittent 

stream, and the permit is^ only to use the excess’ of surplus 

water. I do not think it possible that Section 9 was’ ever 

meant to do away with any rights enjoyed by non-riparian land 

under Section 8(a) or (b) or Co) — whatever be the extent of 

those rights* While ’Riparian land" in Section 3 is given the 

meaning of land through which the stream passes or on which it
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abuts, that meaning is; only given “save where• the context* 

clearly indicates otherwise". that, is: the case and to 

adopt any other would reduce? all rights’ - whether

under “limited user” or “extensive user"*’ to nothingness', and 

defeat the whole object of Section 8 to preserve at least some 

rights, especially as: Section 8 never mentions riparian land, 

under that name and only SUb-section (a) includes it. I am 

of opinion that the riparian and non-riparian land is equated 

in Section 8 once the requirements: therein laid down are: shown j 

and T quite agree with the same view taken on this’ point by the 

three: learned judges of the Court a quo. Indeed, as: already 

pointed out, that must be the case, pro tantp, even on the 

“limited user" contention. When the regulations are examined 

further support is; given to this view. Btxt of course, though 

Section 9 in itself shows: that the phrase riparian land is’used 

there to include non-riparian land, that does; not?»e<; assist 

sufficiently in the present enquiry as; to what extent of non- 

riparian land is' so equated to riparian land. Btxt, if the: 

view taken of Section 8(c) already expressed- is correct, then 

there is; nothing in Section 9 to contradict: or modify it but on 

the contrary the statement that the requirements» of Section 8, 

must be satisfied indicates and means1 the requirements7 of all 

the exemptions dealt with in Section 8, and not only exemptions’ 



as? given in Sub-section (a).

The regulations1 must be next examined. The 

regulations are framed under Section 116 of the Act and have 

the same force as- if they were enacted in the Act. The re

gulations- dealing with intermittent streams are regulations 

113 to 120. They come under the heading “intermittent 

streams11 and it is? laid down at the commencement^ :

“Principles and considerations which should guide mem- 

“ bers- of a; Water Court in defining and fixing 

“ under Section 7, 8, 9 and 67, where necessary, 

“ the quantity of water of an intermittent stream 

11 any riparian owner can reasonably be expected 

11 to use subject to the provision of the^ Act, and 

11 the existing rights: of riparian and other owners 

“ to the water of an intermittent stream^ and in* 

11 defining whether to grant or refuse já^tnlts for 

“ the use of surplus water on non-riparian land, 

“ and when granting, in fixing the conditions under 

“ which permits should be granted.”

As before observed, mere permits could not be in

tended to be granted under existing rights and satisfied, as 

the aforegoing makes clear. But in SectionJ16 is enacted further: 

" In considering what are “the existing rights of 

“ others" the Court shall have regard to (a) the 

“ rights* of other owners who are protected by Section 

“ 8 of the Act."

Standing by itself, this gives no guidance as1 to



the extent of the rights*, but it is* different if the meaning

given in this judgment, and in that of the Court a quo, is1

correct as to Section 8(c)»

Then come regulations 117 and 118 which are given

in full, so far as' relevant i

Regulation 117 s "The requirements’, of all the riparian

” land must first be fully considered before any 
Nari-

u water shall be diverted to any^ riparian owner.

11 These requirements; may be divided into

" (a) the requirements of the' land actually irri-

" gated at the time of the application

” (b) the requirements for land which might reasonably

11 be expected to be brought under irrigation

,r thereafter

11 (c) the requirements for other purposes in accor-

11 dance with Sections: 7 and 8(a) and (b) of the 
Act

Regulation 118? "The requirements1 of non-riparian

" owners: for the full exercise' and enjoyment of rights-
11 allowed under Section 8(c) of the Act must be" fully J 

" provided for.

" In fixing and defining what quantity of water

" the several requirements' in clause (a*) and (b) of

” the regulations demand, the Xia ter Court shall (as

" far as applicable) have regard to (then follow

" considerations which seem to apply to all owners 

" in the catchment area- when an application to divert

11 surplus water is madej So these considerations:

11 cannot be used to favour "extensive user").
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RegulationJ19; "A Water Court having fixed or de- 

« fined the quantity of water which should be allowed 

« to meet the present and future requirements' of the 

” riparian land referred to in Sections 7 and 8 of 

« the Act may on application grant a permit for the 

" use ón non-riparian land of the surplus water of 

11 the stream11.

Dealing first with Regulation 119 it is’ obviously 

made} in conformity with Section 9 of the Act. What is- im

portant to notice for present purposes is that the permit 

(1) to be allowed after the Water Court fixes: the* quantity of 

water available to be granted under a permit and (2) that: 

even then the Court "may” grant the permit. The same phrase 

"riparian land referred to in Sections 7 and 8" is used as; in 

Section 9 of the Act, and all that has been said in this judg

ment in dealing with Section 9 fully applies:. Unless non- 

riparian is equated for purposes of irrigation to riparian 

(whether in part under the "limited user” contention, or as* 

a whole under the "extensive user" contention) even the "limited 

user" contention would be* nullified, and no rights: at all- 

given even under Section 8(a) would be effective. This would 

be the more remarkable as; Regulation 116(a) provides that the 

rights* given under Section 8 are existing rights and these

have to be under the heading already quoted in
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reference to intermittent streams’» It is*- obvious, therefore, 

that by riparian land in the Regulation is: meant something 

more» at least, than land' through which the river passes' or 

on which it abuts» But it is sufficient, at the present time, 

merely to emphasize) that a permit "may"' only be granted after 

the quantity of water is: fixed that is available for a. permit, 

and that in fixing that quantity, rights granted under Section 

8 - whatever their extent - to non-riparian land must be provided 

for, under Regulation 11’9 as well as; Section 9 of the Act» 

Returning now to Regulation 117, it states that the 

requirements of riparian lands must be "fully considered" be

fore any diversion (i.e. under permit) can be granted. It 

then states what these'requirements1 are, and by "requirements" 

it means what "the full requirements" are. "Requirements" 

can only mean "full requirements" as that word is used in 

Regulation 117» But the full requirements* set out in Clauses 

(a) and (b) are iequirements as to irrigation, and irrigation 

only. It then goes- t© Clause (c) to provide for requirement 

"for other purposes" under Sections 7 and 8(a) and (b). Now 

Section 8(a), as regards the riparian land, deals with (I) irri

gation by constructed works or those In the course of construc

tion and (II) use of water for factories; and other purposes.
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But the use of water for irrigation by the constructed works;

is already provided for by clause (a) providing for the 

requirements of "the land actually irrigated at the time of 

the application"» Hence "other purposes" in Clause Cc) means 

purposes other than irrigation e.g. factories:, and this is 

confirmed by the insertion of Sub-section (b) of Section 8 

dealing with the matter of erosion of land» But the meaning 

of the word "requirements" is clearly set forth in Regulation 

117, and must be given the same meaning right through the 

remaining n^'legéwtnnn; unless, there is: some indication to the 

contrary however slight that indication may be. The first 

general statement in Regulation 117 would be quite adequate 

to cover all requirements of riparian land but clauses (a), 

(b) and (c) are put in to show how the different requirements 

must be treated in the calculations to find the total amount 

of water to be allowed for. As regards (a) the land has to 

be measured for the necessary water but (b) involves also 

deciding what land may be reasonably cultivated in future and 

(c) has nothing to do with irrigation calculations. But each 

requirement in (a), (b) and (e) is a separate one and the 

plural "requirements" is: only used in each one because each may 

apply to many pieces of land. Each is a. "several"’ requirement 

and it did not even that description of them as "several"
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in Regulation 118, as quoted, to indicate that.

Turning now to Regulation 118, it is; to be remarked 

that it only, in express terms, mentions the ’’requirements of 

non-riparian owners'* under Sub-section 8(c) must be fully 

provided for. If I am correct in the construction T have 

placed on Section 8 of the Act, that really concludes’ the 

whole matter. That construction is that Sub-section 8(c) 

gave in itself the right of "extensive user11. Hence the 

express mention of Sub-section 8(c), even without the em

phasis laid on "full" and "fully” in Regulation 118, means' 

that "extensive user,,: is specially provided for by the express 

mention of Sub-section (c) in Regulation 118.

But the same result is arrived at in another way, and 

quite independently of whether or not the construction of Section 

8 in~ the previous portion of this judgment is* correct. Atten

tion has already been drawn to the fact that requirements^ of 

the non-riparian as regards Sub-section (c) are alone expressly 

referred to,in Regulation 118 and these are to be fully pro

vided for. But there is not the faintest indication in 

Regulation 118 that "requirements" in Regulation 118 is to 

have a different, or more restricted meaning than that word 

has in Regulation 117, and the meaning of the word itself can
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hardly alter according to the land to which it refers* The 

requirements of both riparian and ordinaiy non-ripprian land 

for their irrigable portions are the same usually* They are 

water for land actually irrigated, and for that to be develop

ed for irrigation in the future, just as set out in Clauses 

(a) and (b) of Regulation 117. They differ only as to the 

source from which the water is to be obtained, for the 

riparian land obtains its water from the river and the non

riparian in other ways, if it can get any at all* The 

word "requirements" is simply used in Regulation 118 to avoid 

the cumbersome method of again setting*ln full any of the A

clauses (a), (b) and (c) which are relevant to requirements of 

land affected by Sub-section (c). But Sub-section (c) deals £ 

solely and only with irrigation and has nothing to do with 

either Sub-section (b) of Section 8 which deals solely with 

erosion, or with "other purposes" e.g* factory purposes, which 

are dealt with in Clause (c) of Regulation 117* But from 

the analyses already given of the meaning of clause (c) of 

Regulation 117j that clause refers to Sub-section (b) and that 

portion of Sub-section (a) of Section 8 which deals with other 

things than irrigation. Hence, it is clear that the express 

reference to the requirements of non-riparian land under Sub- 
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section (c) contained in Regulation 118 cannot refer to the 

requirements contained in Clause (c) of Regulation 117* If 

the word 'Requirements" in Regulation 118 meant only require

ments for water for the beneficial user for irrigation and 

other works "constructed or in the course of ë^struction", 

that matter is dealt with in Sub-section (c) with its express 

limitations» Accordingly, if Regulation 118 meant by 

"requirements" the water required for irrigation and other 

works "constructed or in the course of construction" only, 

then Sub-section (a) would figure in Regulation 118, and not 

Sub-section (c). Since Sub-section (a) does not figure at 

all in Regulation 118, the only conclusion must be that the 

word "requirements" in Regulation 118 does not refer only to 

"works constructed or in the course of eonstraction", and must 

have its usual meaning as set out in Clauses (a) and (b) of 

Regulation 117, and refers to both of them» It is too much tc 

believe that in Regulation 118, Sub-sction (c) was used as 

an equivalent of Sub-section (a) for Sub-section (c), at the 

very least, does not deal with works for purposes other than 

irrigation» It would be a completely strained construction 

to say that it only refers to Clause (a). In the first place, 

in the "limited user" contention, the user of water is con

fined to what was used before the passing of the Act of 1906 

while Clause (a) refers to land "actually irrigated



at the time of’the application1* and that application may 

occur years after the1 passing of the Act of 1906. Nor can,, 

in this connection, any argument avail that Regulation 118 

refers to Clause (a) and means at the same time that the Water 

Court, in applying that Clause (a) must set about ascertaining 

not the amount irrigated at the time of the application But the 

amount Irrigated in 1906 of all non-riparian land affected By 

Section 8(c) and involved in the application being considered, 

to divert water on to non-riparian land. That seems absurd 

and there is* no warrant for changing the clear words employed 

in Clause (a). Moreover, there must be remembered the clear 

unqualified use of the word "requirements*1 in Regulation 118 

and of the full provision for these requirements. Hence, It 

seems to be the position that Regulation 118 refers to 

under Clauses (a) and (b) and that means’ "extensive use" is 

given in them, for Clause (b) refers to future development.

by irrigation. Thereforethe Regulation 118, in itself, pro

vides des for "extensive user".

It is curious in a way,«that the requirements* of 

non-riparian land under Clause (c) of Regulation 117 is not 

confirmed in Regulation 118. If they are lost by this silence 

then that would lay even more emphasis upon what has* been said
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about only Subsection (c) being expressly mentioned in- 

Regulation 118, But 1 do not think for a moment thqt they 

were done away with by this silence. That would be completely 

contrary to the whole policy of the Act, both as: regards’ rights 

in regard to factories etc. under Sub-section far) and rights 

in regard to erosion under Sub-section (b), and the heading 

quoted as to. “existing rights of riparian owners?’ to the water, 

and the Regulation 116 saying that: “existing rights of others” 

Includes’ “rights' of other owners^ which are protected under 

Section 8 of the Act”, The position is that since the Water 

Court had to consider these rights and since Clause Cc) set 

out the separate consideration of them regarding the amount 

of water to be- allowed, it was quite unnecessary to deal 

specifically with them in Regulation 118 and say they must 

also be allowed for. As already pointed out, it was really 

not necessary to the requirements’ of riparian owners* 

under Regulation 117 but that was done for the reasons already 

stated. Indeed, it may be questioned whether the express 

reference to Sub-section (c) in Regulation 118 was strictly 

necessary. But it is not necessary to consider that point, 

since, if the reference was not strictly necessary, the express 

way in which the reference was made shows the clear intention 

to give the rights?under Sub-section (c), as stated.

/ Whiles ... J9
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While it iff clear that "extensive user"’ iff provided 

7^7

for by Regulation 118, the very least^can be said iff that 

there is; no cutting down of Sub-section Cc) of Section 8, as- 

construed in that Section, standing by itself*

Regulation 119 may again be mentioned, for it only 

comes in where the surplus has been ascertained and the permit 

may be granted* It has already been pointed out that "riparian 

land" in Regulation 119 cannot mean true riparian land even in 

the contention of "limited user"; ♦ Indeed' the wording iff 

"riparian land referred to in Section 7 and 8" and in Section 

8 "riparian land" is not referred to under that name at all, 

and is' only dealt with in Sub-section (a) and (b) along with 

non-riparian land equaling both kinds of land in that respect* 

Since; Regulation 119 at least refers*to some non-riparian land 

the only question is the extent to which the riparian and non- 

riparian land' is equated* But Regulation 11’9 seems to indi

cate of itself not only the equation of some of the land but 

the extent of the equation* It saysr before the permit can 

be granted water must be provided "to meet the present and 

future requirements"1 of the riparian land referred to in 

Sections 7 and 8". Not only is it obvious that, if riparian 

land only was alluded to , there would be no need to refer to

/ Section *,,



Section 8 at all, but the words* " present and future?1 show 

that all land is' referred to and not only that Irrigated before 

1906.

I think, therefore, that Klein Aar was* entitled to 

the "extensive user" after the passing of the Act of 1906. 

Hence'the only remaining question is whether' this right was 

affected by any of the provisions in, or regulation made' under, 

Act 8 of 1912. Blit it is Important in considering this 

remaining question to remekber the wording of Section 24(c) 

of Act 8 of 1912. That does not create the exemption? as a 

matter which did not exist before 1912 but merely continues the 

right enjoyed under the Act of 1906. The task is* certainly 

not to see- whether the Act of 1912 created this right of 

"extensive^ user" for the first time*

Consideration of this point is made more briefly 

by the detailed consideration already given to the Act of 1906 

and its Regulations. Save for Section 9, in the Act of 1906, 

the same Sections of and Regulations? under the Act appear 

again'with no material alterations, and they may usefully 

be considered before? tuning toA

Section 16 of the Act of 1912 for that section has’ no counter- 

poiwt in the Act of 1906,

Tn the _Act of 1912. Section 8 of the Act of 1906'
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fx.

is replaced by Section 24 which again has- Sub-paragraphs (a), 

(b) and (c) relating to the identical matters dealt with in 

Section 8(a), (b) and (c) of the Act of 1906< There is* no

change; in the language that in any possible way affects the 

construction of Section 8 of the Act of 1906 as before set out 

in this judgment# Nó' modification at all. of the right given 

in Section 8(c) can be read under Section 24 of the Act of 1912# 

standing by itself#

Turning to the regulations* made under the Act of’ 

1912# these are made under Section 45 and are no longer regarded 

as: if they were enacted in the Act itself for the1 r&we-a 

is; to make regulations* "not inconsistent" with the Act, But 

this: distinction is of no real importance in this* case, since 

none of them when properly construed are inconsistent with 

Section 24(a), (b) and (c). Section 9 of the Act of 1906' 

has no complete counterparts in the Act of 1912 but that is; of 

no importances at all for the right given by Section 8 of the* 

Act of 1906 is; in no way dependent on Section 9# Butthe; 

matter dealt with previously in Section 9 in allowing a permit 

for the diversion of’ water to non-riparian land’ is: now substan

tially dealt with in Regulation 23 under the Act of 1912 and It 

may be stated that in these) regulations under the Act of 1912:

/ existing #,. ^2



11 existing rights; of others^ is defined precisely in the same' 

words; as; in Regulation 116 of the Act of 1906, save that Sec^ 

tion 24 is substituted for the equivalent Section 8 of the Act 

of 1906. Section 25 and 26 lay down the rules; by which the 

Water Court is- to be guided. They are exactly the same in 

wording as Regulation 117 and 118, save' that Section 24, and 

some other sections not hereto relevant, are (a) substituted 

for Section 8, the equivalent in the 1906 Act of Section 24 and 

(b) the "requirement"2 of non-riparian lands figure in the same 

regulation 25 as’ these of riparian lands with Section 24(c) 

substituted for Section 8(c). This Inclusion in the same sec

tion'as; the “requirements’1’ of riparian land seem to establish 

even more clearly that "requirements’’ has; the same meaning as 

regards- both kinds of land.

Regulation 27 under the Act of 1912 is' the counter

part of Regulation 119 of the Act of 1906. As; there is some 

change in the wording, it had best be quoted in full, and it 

reads r

Regulation 27 i "A Water Court after having fixed 

11 or determined the quantity of water which should be 

" allowed to meet the present and future* requirement 

11 of the riparian land, may, on application grant 

" permission to use the surplus water of a public 

" stream (1) on non-riparian land within the 

" catbhment, or (2) across the natural water shed 

/ into* ... 4s



»! inter any other catchment area- in which the water 

" can be utilized for the^purposes1 mentioned1 in 

11 Section 23".

It ísí to be noted that again in Regulation 27 the 

right of the Water Court to grant the permission set out in the 

regulation only arises when the "present and future"’requirements 

of the "riparian land” are fixed by the Water Court, and it only 

is & discretion it can then exercise* But again, the words* 

"riparian land" cannot, in this regulation,- bear a meaning that 

excludes non-ripar1an rights; protected by Section 24(a), (b) 

and (c) any more than it could do so in Regulation 119 under the 

Act of 1906. It is* true the words used are "riparian land", 

not "riparian land referred to in Sections 7 and 8 of the Act" 

as in Regulation 119, But that can make no difference. kven 

in the "limited user" contention, the rights given under Section 

24(a) and (b) are definite rights which are protected by Section 

24(a) of the Act of 1912, as- they were by the Act of 1906. In

deed, it is not even a question of whether that "limited user" 

contention is; correct, for they are plainly protected to’law. 

But these rights* are,- even on that contention, "present require

ments" which have to be allowed for before the permit, set out 

in Regulation 27 can be granted. To read "riparian land" in 

regulation 27 tar ignoring them and confining the present require- 

á / ments ... 44



ments1 to truly riparian land in its ordinary meaning, would 

mean that Regulation 27 A>

of '’existing rights” set out in Regulation 21 (Regulation 116 

of the Act of 1906). (2) to Regulation 25 and (3) to

Section 24(a) and (b), even if (c) be ignored» This is not 

only plainly not the true construction of what is: intended but 

would in addition make Regulation 27 really ultra vires’ on this’ 

point» As is plain and admitted, the least that can be granted 

as a right by Section 24(a) and (b), even ignoring (c), is: that 

the non-riparian land is expressly protected to the extent of 

the user of water as of right before 1906. For Regulation 27 

to deprive the non-riparian land of this right would mean that 

Regulation 27 does something inconsistent with the provisions 

of the Act of 1912 and a regulation made under the Act of 1912 

a 
cannot validly be 11 inconsistent with this Act. Hence the fact 

is that ’’riparian land” in Regulation 27 clearly means and in

cludes some non-riparian land. The only question is to what 

extent it includes that non-riparian land and I have already in

dicated what that extent is: on the construction of the similar 

sections and Regulations made under the Act of 1906. Bit when 

Regulation 27, at the very least, includes some non-riparian

land under the word "riparian land”, its wording then indicates 



that; "extensive user"; is provided for by t4 too. It says; 

"to meet present and future requirements of the riparian land". 

In the case of the non-riparian land equated to riparian land 

under the "limited user" contention that would be provided for 

as "present requirements". But "future requirements" can 

only mean land expected to be irrigated in the future and 

refer to "extensive user". It may be argued that by "present 

and future requirements" is meant those granted by Section 24^)«» 

But that only throws the matter back to the true construction of 

Section 24 (formerly Section 8 in substance of the Act of 1906) 

and seems in any event an unjustified restriction of a word 

having a plain meaning.

I think, therefore, on the relevant Sections of the 

Act of 1912, and the Regulation under that Act, there is nothing 

that is inconsistent with or modifies- the view taken of the Act 

of 1906, and certaihjy nothing to show/ that the right given 

under the Act of 1906 is not to be continued after 1912, as 

provided for in Section 24(c).

It remains only to consider an argument based on 

Section 16 of the Act of 1912 which is said to be against the 

"extensive user" contention. Section 16 is part of the system 

of "protection" introduced into Irrigation Law for the first

1 time by the Act of 1912. As laid down in Sections 15 and 16

/ this- ... ^6



this' system was: found to be unsatisfactory and these sections 

were repealed in 1934. But though they were repealed they 

have to be considered in this case just as if they still formed 

portion of the Act of 1912, and that will be done» Section 15 

gives the right to protection when it is applied for, and Sec

tion 16 gives the procedure to be followed In the application. 

By Section 16 a preliminary application is made to the Water 

Court. That Court investigates the application, and, if 

satisfied with the application, it has* to "order that any riparian 

owner who, in its opinion might be affected by the permission" 

shall be served with a notice confirming certain details, and 

shall be called upon to file with the Court a declaration (usually 

called a "declare notice") stating what works: he himself proposes 

to construct for storage or diversion of water in the catchment 

area, within a stipulated time. There is: no compulsion on the 

affected owner to file the "declare notice", and that is optional 

on him. But if he does' not appear to oppose the granting of the 

order, then he is debarred from constructing any works* as and 

from the date of the granting of the order. (Wagenaar <8: 

another vs du Plessis 1931 A.D. 83). It is agreed that since 

this is the position, and since the non-riparian owner having 

the rights: under Section 24 has not got a right or locus standi

/ to ... $7
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to appear before the Water Court to oppose the granting of 

To
the order and has not^be served with the order, he must thus A

lose any rights to construct irrigation works, and so this 

indicates- that «extensive user” was not granted to him, for 

that extensive user means, and includes a right to construct these 

works: in future. Of course this loss would not occur in the 

case of the ’’limited user" since it is only the right to construct 

works in future that is' affected.

But even if this contention were correct in the 

event of protection being grantedT^he non-riparlan owner dealt 

with by Section 24 loses all rights as to future development 

by irrigation works:, since he has no locus standi to file the 

"declare notice", it cannot possibly affect, in any way, the 

rights of the non-ripairan owners like those of Klein Aar in 

this case, Protection is a state of affairs that may or may 

not occur, and until it occurs and the order of protection is* 

granted Section '16 does’ not apply at all. Whether protection 

comes about is a pure matter of contingency and depnnds: upon 

whether or not some owner applies; for, and obtains, it. Until 

some owner does so, no rights whatever are lost. In the area 

which has not been subjected to a protection order, the rules 

about losing the rights of future development do not apply at all, 

and everyone is: free to exercise his- rights to water and to 
/ develops ♦. * ^8



developehis irrigable land by the usual works’ as long as he 

does not take more than his proper share of the water» But 

the farm Klein Aar, in this case, is not in any area that has- 

been protected, and certainly was not in such an area in 1929 

when its extensive works were constructed. Consequently Section 

16, and the rules about protection, never applied to it, and 

it is; going much too far to say that its' rights have been taken 

J
away by a contingency that never happened. Nor can it be urged 

that bec^se Section 16 would cause it to lose that right in 

the event of that contingency happening, therefore that shows 

that the Act of 1912 did not intend it to have that right even 

if the contingency did not happen. The opposite is the case 

and by making the loss occur on the happening of the contingency, 

the Act would indicate that the loss would not happen if the 

contingency never occured. It seems to me that on this simple 

ground, Section 16 affords no help to Appellants, an^no argument 

in favour of "restricted user". Indeed, if I am correct the A

view taken of the construction of Section 24, and Section

8 of the Act of 1906, the very fact that Section 24(c) appears 

in the Act, disposes of any idea that Section 16 in any way 

affected the "extensive user" right given in Section 24(c), 

and existing under the 1906 Act which had no protection sections

/ in ... ^9
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in it. Nor can it be that Section Í16 can show that the 

construction of Section 24(c) indicates any meaning other than 

that given to Section 24(c) in this judgment* It would cer

tainly be remarkable if a' right given in the terms in which it 

was given in Section 24(c) would be controlled as to its 

meaning in this case by a contingency which might never arise* 

Hence this cannot avail. It is not dealt with in the 

judgment of the Court a quo for it was only raised for the first 

time in this Court* But though the raising of it was belated 

it has to be considered.

Moreover, there is one other observation that may be 

made^ in regard to this effect. Until the actual order for 

protection is given works may be constructed freely faowe* 

Qfagenaar vs du Plessis 1931 A.D. 83 per Weaae-ls J.A.)^ and so 

the owners of Klein Aar could construct their new works until 

any protection order was granted, and did so, and would not be 

affected by it even if an order for protection could be granted 

afterwards, which has not been granted* Though I think any 

contention that Section 16 helps the Appellants in this case, 

must fail on the ground that protection is a thing which is a 

matter of pure contingency, I do not wish to be understood to 

agree ® the view that the argument advanced in regard to the 

non-riparian land losing rights under Section 24(c) is' correct

/ even ••• ^0



JO.
even if protection is applied for. Without dealing with, or 

d<B±á£itg all of the many reasons to the contrary, it must 

be pointed out that Section 16 deals with service that is 

compulsory on riparian owners affected. Tn all law, service 

on Defendants' is compulsory too, but that does not prevent a 

person interested sufficiently in a case Aar obtaining a right 

to intervene. It would be difficult to see how Section 16 

could prevent completely the non-riparian^from appearing to 

show whether or not he has: rights in the matter. Indeed, it 

is clear from the proviso (b) Áo Section 15jaf that the Water 

Courts cannot grant permission to'dSSrot water where that 

permission would interfere with a permit granted under prior 

law and that would include a permit granted under Section 9 

of the Actz1906, yet there is no provision in Section 16 saying 

that there must be service on that person. However, it is not 

necessary to consider other reasons for not accepting the 

argument about the loss of rights1 under Section 16, in view of 

what has been stated in regard to protection being a contingency.

Though this contention based on Section 16 is’ dealt 

with, it is1 difficult to see how it can avail in view of the 

of Section 24, and especially of Sub-section (c).

That merely provided for the continuance of a right existing 

before the passing of the Act of 1912, and that right in this

/ case
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case would be "based on the Act of 1906« Section 24(c) gives 

no modification of that, and Section 24 at its very beginning 

gives rights under it after enacting specifically that “Nothing 

in this Chapter shall be construed” from interfering with those 

rights* But, both Section 16 and Section 24 figure in “this 

Chapter”, which is Chapter 2 of the Act of 1.912* How Section 

16 can then be "construed” so as to nullify the rights given 

under Sub-section (c), or any Sub-section, of Section 24, is 

more than difficult to see*

Xt is suggested that since Sections 15 and. 16 

of Act 8 of 1912 only to give the riparian owner the right to 

obtain protection, that in some way affects the right given by 

Section 24(c) which is substantially the same as Section 8(c)* 

But this suggestion ignores what Sub-section 24(c) does* It 

merely continues the right previously existing under Sub-section 

1906
8(c) of the Act of and does not, of itself, add any other 

right* Prior to the passing o£i the Act of 1912, no right to 

obtain protection existed in favour of anyone, and so the right 

given by Section 8(c) could not include that right* It was 

quite open to the Legislature in passing the Act of 1912 to add 

that right to the right previously existing under Sub-section 

8(c), but it did not do so. Failure to add that right, however 
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cannot "be converted into any subtraction of the right given by 

Sub-section (c) or diminish that right at all. Hence the 

question of not giving rights to apply under Section 15 and 16 

does not affect the present question at all.

Finally, Section 23 is relied on to support the con

tention of ’’limited user”. That Section enables a Water Court 

to grant to others all water which cannot be used in the catch- 

menï%n land that is ’’riparian”. It is to carry out this 

Section that the Regulations 25 to 27, already considered, 

were framed. It is urged that since Section 23 only mentions 

"riparian” land, therefore non-riparian land cannot be con

sidered in deciding whether to give the grant under this Section 

But even under "the limited user" contention : that by Sub- 

section (c)^only, the extent of land irrigated before 1906 is 

protected, that cannot be so. Section 23 is in the same 

Chapter II as Section 24 and Section 24 definitely states that 

nothing in that chapter can affect the rights given under 

Section 24, let alone the fact that the grant under Section 

23 is a permit and could not overrule a right given under 

Section 24. It cannot nullify a right given, even on the

"limited user” contention, or one given under the "extensive

user" one. Unless there is some way of reconciling Sections

/ 23 and 24................. /53
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23 24, the provisions of Section 23 cannot affect those

of Section 24. There is, however, an easy way of reconciling 

are
them. If fey"riparian" land in Section 23 09 included

the rights given to non-riparian land in Section 24 — whatever 

their extent may be found to be - then the two sections are in 

complete accord. Even on the ’’limited user” theory as to the 

meaning of Sub-section (c) there is an equation pro tanto of 

the non-riparian land, irrigated before 1906, to riparian land, 

and by that means that land will be covered by the word 

’’riparian" unless we are to hold that the two sections cannot 

be reconciled» It matters not whether it is said that land 

is included in riparian land by implication or by the meaning 

ox
being enlarged en* changed. When once it is clear that some 

non-riparian land comes the word "riparian”, then it is @ 

only a question of to what extent that non-riparian is equated 

to riparian in Section 24, tru£Ly construed. Therefore, it 

seems to me that, so far from Section 23 assisting the con

tention of "limited user" it, to some extent, does the opposite 

because it shows that even in the Act of 1912 itself the word 

"riparian" has an enlarged and not the ordinary meaning and 

must have that in the Regulations framed to carry out Section 

23, and especially in Regulation 27* This all shows how

much is dependent on the true meaning of Section 23, as it is
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set out in the Act

It seems to me,therefore, that the right enjoyed hy 

the owners of "Klein Aar” was that of "extensive user” and the 

appeal on this point should fail* 

farm,
As regards the Ro”»^ Dam, I agree with the finding of 

the Water Court and the Court a quo that the evidence shows it 

was not riparian in 1954 when the dispute arose and agree that 

that is the correct date to be regarded in finding out whether 

or not it was riparian. The inspection by the Water Court must 

be regarded as of the greatest value in this respect for the 

inspection took place only some two years later*

It seems to me^ therefore, that, save for the minor 

alterations in the order which would not affect the question of 

costs, the appeal should be dismissed with costs*
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HALL, A.J.A.:-

This is an appeal from a decision of the Cape 

Provincial Division, sitting as a court of appeal from the 

decision of WATERMEYER, J., who sat with assessors in a 

Southern Water Court at Beaufort West. Leave to appeal to 

this Court was gi «ren by the Court a quo.

The case arose out of a dispute between the owners 

of adjoining farms regarding the use of a public stream 

known as the Salt River. These farms are La Porte, 

Hopewell, Salt River, Mimosa Lodge, La Rochelle and Leeuwkuil

all situated
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all situated in the district of Beaufort West and a large 

part of the first five of them is made up of sub-divisions 

of two properties which are named in their original grants 

Salt River’s Poort and Salt River’s Vlei. The rest of the 

land which is included in the six farms compcises the 

separately granted properties Klein Agr, Gemsbok’s Randt, 

Roux’s Pam and the portion of Elandsfontein which is known 

as Leeuwkuil•

The parties to this appeal own these properties in 

the following manner:-

(a) The first appellant, Pieter S. de Villiers, is the 

owner of Salt River, which is made up of Lot F of Salt 

River’s Poort Lot b of Roux’s Bam.

(b) The second appellant, William S. de Villiers, is the 

owner of Leeuwkuil, which comprises Lot a of Roux’s Pam and 

the portion of Elandsvlei which bears the name of Leeuwkuil.

(c) The first respondent, Johannes H. Barnard, owns the 

properties La Porte and Mimibsa Lodge, which are made up of 

Lot B of Salt River’s Poort, Lot P of Salt River’s Vlei and 

the farm Gemsbok’s Randt»

(d) The second and third respondents, James P. Coetzee

and Alexander................../3
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and Alexander Coetzee, are joint owners of Hopewell, which 

is made ouj of Lot C of Salt River’s Poort and the farm 

Klein Aar. They likewise own Lots I) and E of Blimk Pontein 

ahd a farm called Truter’s Kuil, neither of which, although 

they appear on the plan to which I shall refer later, have 

any bearing on this case.

(e) The remaining property, La Rochelle, is owndd by 

the estate of the late Charl R. de Villiers, which was a 

party in the Water Court proceedings and in the appeal to 

the Court a quo, but is not one of the parties in this appeal. 

These properties are shown on the plan which is annexed to 

this judgment, marked A.

Prior to 1891 the properties known as Salt River’s 

Poort and Salt River’s Vlei were held in undivided shares by 

a^number of different owners and, in that year, transfers were 

passed to each of six owners or groups of owners. The 

conditions to which all the subdivisional transfers were made 

subject were annexed to those transfers and dealt with the 

water of th4 Salt River. These conditions became known as 

the "fair share agreement" and are so referred to in this 

judgment. The subdivisions w4re described in the diagrams 

./4 annexed
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annexed to the transfers as Lots A, B, C, D and E and the 

remainders of the two original farms, but these remainders 

became subsequently Lot F and are referred to as such in 

this judgment. The parties to this appeal are all, with the 

exception of the second appellant, successors in title to 

the original owners of thëtsubdivisions of Salt River’s 

Poort and Salt River’s Vlei. There are two portions of the 

farm Salt River’s Poort to which the present proceedings do 

not apply, namely Lot A and the most northerly portion of 

Lot 0, which latter lot forms part of an upper property 

called Kamfer’s Kraal.

The Salt River, which is marked on Plan A, runs 

through a narrow defile or poort situated on that part of 

Lot C belonging to Kamfer’s Kraal. When it emerges from 

the poort it forms the boundary between Lots A and C and then, 

for a considerable distance, the boundary between Lots B 

and C. From there it runs to a point marked L on plan A^ 

where its water is turned out of the river channel by means 

of a diversion dam^ and flows down to the lower Lots D, E and 

F. Like most Karro rivers, the Salt River is a flood-water 

stream without a normal flow and so all its water is surplus 

water./5
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water. From the evidence it appears that it runs, on the 

average, for only sixteen days a year.When it is in flood 

its channel is in places too small to contain all the water 

flowing in it and much of it spills over thd banks and 

floods considerable level areas on both sides of the river’s 

course. The natural spreading of the water is a factor 

which has proved to be one of considerable importance 

throughout the prodeedings in this case.

Prior to 1891, it is not proved that any water was 

used for the irrigation of cultivated crops, but the flood 

waters were diverted, particularly from a dam known as the 

if 
«Ou uitkeerwal** situated close to the point L for the purpose 

of irrigating the veld and flooding the low lying places 

which are known as vleiS. It was only after the subdivision 

that the use of water for irrigating cultivated lands was 

gradually introduced. The first diversion furrow which is 

proved to have been made was taken out of the river at point 

B on the boundary between Lots B and C. This furrow crossed 

Lot 0, passed over the corner of Lots D and E of Blink Fontein 

and carried water onto Klein Aar, all of which properties 

are now owned by the second and third respondents and form 

part of................................./6
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part of Hopewell. This furrow was constructed in the

year 1904 and it was used exclusively for the irrigation 

/It ta^'iy .-*■ Jafa* th*-
on Klein Aar. Somo time—later-,—probably about 1907, a

small furrow was taken out at the point A and w^ter was

led down bjr means of it to the homestead at La Porte (Lot

B)

Por the purpose of making subsequent events

easier to follow another plan, marked B, is annexed to this 

judgment* On it are marked the points A and B and the 

furrow running from B in the direction of Klein Aar.

About 1930, the father of the second and third respondents, 

who then owned Hopewell, erected a weir across the channel 

of the river at B and diverted more water into the Klein 

Aar furrow than was then running into it. About the same 

time, he made an opening in the river bank at 0 and by 

meand of it diverted more water onto Klein Aar.

At this time the owners of Lots B, E and P were

entitled to such water as they were able to divert, in 

terms of the "Pair ÍShare” agreement, by means of the weir 

at L. Benjamin de Villiers, who then owned Lot P (Salt

Hiver) and also Leeuwkuil, and Henry de Villiers who owned

Lot D /7
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Lot D ( Mimosa Lodge) proceeded to buy in equal shares from 

one, Egbert de Villiers, who was then the owner of Lot B 

(La Porte) all his rights to the water of the Salt River* 

A notarial agreement recording the sale was referred to 

throughout the proceedings as "the 1932 servitude agreement" 

and it will be so referred to in this judgment* This 

agreement gave the two lower owners the right to divert the 

water at any point dn Lot B and to lead it to their respective 

properties and, shortly after the conclusion of this agreement, 

Benjamin and Henry de Villiers enlarged the small opening 

in the river bank at A and constructed the furrow marked 

A-E-F on the annexed plan, marked B. This furrow had the 

effect of divering a large quantity of water over Lot B and 

returning it to the river channel in the vicinity of the 

point marked K on plan B, from where it ran down to the diver

sion weir at L. The appellants admitted that this farrow 

was constructed with the object of diverting more water to 

L by by-passing the two Klein Aar diversion points at B and 

C on Lot C. Xn 1937 Henry de Villiers purchased Lot B from 

Egbert de Villiers and so there was a^merger of the servitude 

because Henry became the owner of one of the dominant 

tenements......................../8
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■tenements and of the servient tenement.

In 1951 the first respondent purchased La Porte 

and Mimosa Lodge which included Lots B ahd B, Lot B being 

sukject to the servitude in favour of Lots E and F In respect 

of one half of its water rights. In 1952 the appellants 

went on^to Lot B and cut the furrow marked Gr-H through the 

area marked 'Bos’ on plan B and they likewise constructed 

an earthen wall in the vicinity of point K, which is shown 

on plan B and marked D. It was this act on the part of the 

appellants which led to the water court proceedings and 

ultimately to the present appeal.

in the Water Court
The orders claimed^under sections 32(a), (b) 

ahd (c) of Act 8 of 1912 by the respondents were, in so far 

as they are relevant to the present proceedings, as followss-

(a) An order declaring that the appellants are not entitled, 

by yittuefofhthé91932 servitude agreement, to the use of 

more water from the Salt River than one half of the quantity 

which can be beneficially used on the farm La Porte (Lot B).

(b) An order declaring that the only furrow which the 

appellants are entitled to make over La Porte is one from 

the Salt River to any one of the appellant’s properties

which.....................  /9
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which is not larger than is necessary for the conveyance 

of the water described in paragraph (a)*

(c) An order defining the quantity of water which the 

appellants are entitled to divert in terms of paragraph (a).

(d) An order defining the rights and shares of the 

parties to the water from the diversion weir at L in terms 

of the "fair share" agreement of 1891,

(e) An order declaring that the appellants are not entitled 

to lead water by virtue of the 1932 servitude agreement 

onto the non-riparian properties Roux’s Dam and Salt River’s 

Vlei*

The appellants filed a counterclaim for a 

declaration that the Respondents were not entitled to lead 

water on Gemsbok’s Randt and Klein Aar as both of these are 

non-riparian properties. In the appeal both to the Court 

a quo and to this Court the only point raised regarding 

Klein Aar’s right to water was whether the second and thimd 

respondents were entitled to divert on to it more water than 

was used there for irrigation on the 2ist August, 1906, when 

Act 32 of 1906 (Cape) came into force.

The Water Court made the following1 declaratory 

orders............. ...... ../10
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Abd 
orders upon the claim»- (aj to (-e) aet out above:-

(a), (b) and (c). The appellants were entitled to 2,000 

acre feet of water per annum by virtue of the 1932 servitude 

agreement. The appellants were entitled to divert the water 

at any point on La Porte (Lot B) provided no water for use

on Salt River’s Vlei and Roux’s Pam was diverted above

point B on plan A* The appellants were entitled to take and

convey 2,000 acre feet per annum either by means of eftetv 

furrow having a capacity of 140 cusecs which remained 

continuously open, or by means of a larger furrow controlled 

by a measuring and regulating device to be installed by them. 

This furrow had to be constructed so as to convey water from 

the river to the appellant(s properties, i.e. not from the 

point of diversion of A back to the river bed at K.

(d) The first respondent’s rights as the owner of La 

Porte and the second and third respondents’ rights as the 

owners of Lot C were unaffected by the provisions of the 

’’fair share1’ agreement of 1§91. The first respondent as 

owner of Lot P was declared to be entitled to 43i# of the 

water reaching the diversion weir at the point L and th4 

first appellant as owner of Lot P and Lot (b) of Roux’s Pam

wqs declared
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was declared to be entitled to 364% of that water. With 

the remaining 20% which was awarded to the owner of Lot 

E this Court is not concerned»

Klein Aar was declared to be non-ripari an to

the Salt River, but the second and third respondents were 

declared to be entitled to divert and use water on Klein 

Aar for irrigation purposes* Gemsbok’s Randt was likewise 

declared to be non-riparian, but the first respondent was 

declared to be entitled to use upon that property (a) any 

water which naturally drains upon it, (b) any water to 

which he became entitled by virtue of the 1932 servitude 

agreement, and (c) any water to which he is entitled by 

virtue of the ’’fairjifthare” agreement of 1891*

With regard to claim (e), although the Court

found that both Salt River’s Vlei and Roux’s Bam were non* 

riparian, no specific order to this effect was made. The 

only order which ^as any bearing upon the Court’s finding 

that they were non-riparian was to the effect that no part of 

the 2,000 acre feet which the appellants were permitted to 

divert by virtue of the 1932 servitude agreement might be 

diverted below B if it was to be used on these properties*

The appellants /12
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The appellants appealed to the Court a quo 

against all the orders set out above and, except for two 

minor alterations which are of no importance except possibly 

upon a Question of costs, that Court dismissed the appeal. 

The appellants now appeal to this Court against the same

orders and upon the same grounds as those stated in their

notice of appeal to the Court a quo.

The matters which are put in issue by the

appellant in this appeal are the following:-

(a) The nature of the ramedies which are available/io

a riparian owner forvthe purpose of preventing an owner

above him from diverting more stilus water than he is entitled

to use and the locus stands of the respondents to apply to 

Court for relief»

(b) The rights of riparian owners to use the surplus water 

of a public stream such as the Salt Hiver when they have 

not been made the subject of an order of Court or of an 

agreement between riparian owners.

(c) The quantity of water which the second and third

respondents are entitled to divert for fee irrigation

purposes upon the hon-riparian property Klein Aar.

(d) The rights
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(d) The rights which the parties to the 1932 servitude 

agreement and their successors in title acquired by virtue 

of that agreement*

(e) The declaration that the rights to use the water of 
J

the Salt River upon first respondent’s property, Lot B of 

Salt River’s Poort,and upon the second and third respondent’s 

property Lot C of Salt River’s Poort remain unaffected by 

the ’’fail? share” agreement of 1891*

(f) Whether the first respondent is entitled to the 

use of any of the water of the Salt River on the non-riparian 

property Gemsbok’s Randt.

(g) Whether Rous’s Bam is riparian to the Salt River and, 

if it is, whether its owner is entitled to divert water at

the point A for use upon it*

The first ground of appeal which Mr* Theron^

put forward concerned the remedy available to the respondents*

He contended that, in basing their application for relief

upon sub-sections (a) and (b) of section 32 of Act 8 of 

1912, they mistook their proper remedy and that it was.open

to the Water Court to give them, under section 32, the 

relief which they sought* The question of the correct 

remedy is closely bound up with ^hat of the rights of a 

riparian........../14
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riparian proprietor to surplus water by virtue of section 

14 of the Act when those rights are unaffedted by an order 

of Court or an agreement between the riparian owners. For 

the sake of convenience I shall deal with these two matters 

at the same time. Mr. Theron contended that,by virtue of 

4" i t >
section 14 of the Irrigation Act, a riparian owner is given 

an unlimited right to use surplus water for irrigation on 

his riparian land, subject only to the restriction that he 

may not waste it. There were formerly two remedies open to 

riparian owners if they felt aggrieved by an upper owner’s 

excessive storage. The first of these, which has since 

been the subject of repeal by Act 46 of 1934, was protection 

proceedings and the second was an application to the Water 

Court under the provisions of section 18 of the Act. The 

only remedy still available to the respondents is that under 

section 18 and it was by naans of proceedings under this 

section, and this section only, that a limit upon the amount 

of water which might be diverted by the appellants from the 

Salt River could be imposed.

I am of opinion that Mr.Theron1s contention 

that section 14 gives a riparian owner an unlimited right 

to surplus wgter is not well founded.

While......................................../15
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While section 14 of the Act does noi specifically limit a 

riparian owner’s use of surplus water, his right to use water 

at all is made subject to the provisions of the Act and, 

according to section 9, the use of public water is the use 

which is regulated by the Act, The way in which a riparian 

owner is entitled to use surplus water for irrigation is 

set out in Regulation 19, which states that he may use no 

more than he can reasonably be espected to use, and it is 

this usé which section 18 describes as the quantity of 

water which "he could reasonably be expected to use". In 

SmaMrtt Syndicate Ltd, versus Richmond Municipality and

*yv> __
others((1919) Krumneck’s Reports £84 at page 289),BE VILLIERS,
X

W.J., stated the position in these terms:-
” The 14th section places no limitation on the quantity 
" of surplus water which may be diverted or stored by a 
11 riparian owner.Than section 18 comes in as a proviso 
" and lays down that, if he takes too much, there is a 
t1 remedy. A right of recourse to the Water Courts is 
” given to lower owners if an upper owner takes more 
" surplus water than he could reasonably use. This is 
" tantamount to laying down that each riparian Owner is 
" merely entitled to the reasonable use of the surplus 
" water for, if a remedy is given when he exceeds a 
" reasonable use, it can only be because he is entitled 
’’ to the reasonable use and no more.’1

In the same judgment at page 306, the Learned Judge said 

that it is an established principle of law that no person

possesses .../16
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possesses a greater right to the use of public wqter than 

he is able to exercise beneficially and that it is this 

capacity for beneficial use which is the measure of rights 

to use public water. With this pronouncement I am in entire 

agreement. This statement is in accordance with Parliament

ary Regulation 18 which should guide a Water Court in 

determining the quantity of surplus water which any ripaid an 

owner can reasonably be expected to use in the following 

terms:-

”No riparian owner shall have the right to divert on 
11 to his riparian land for the irrigation thereof,............  
H more water than he can be expected to use...Aíhat 

n constitutes a reasonable use depends upon the circum- 
M stance of each particular case and is a question of 
” degree, but the following principle's) shall be taken 
” to be of general application, viz:
n (a) the quantity diverted............must not be greater 
” than is required to carry out efficiently and econom- 
M ically the operations mentioned in sectioh 14 of the 
" Act."

In the course of an article in Vbiume 39 of the South 

African Law Journal (1922) at pages 413 and 414 in which he 

made a detailed analysis of the rights of riparian owners 

fcu ^iv 3".
under section 14/^he stated the position in the following 

terms
n We will take it that an owner may only be placed on 
11 an allowance as to surplus water if he has exceeded 
H his rights. But his rights are really the same

before......................................../17
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M before he is placed on an allowance as they are after 
” that event. The order of Court merely defines what 
” is the amount which he should take and should have 
” taken. It crystallizes but does not alter his rights...” 
" The nett result of sections 14 and 18 and 
” Parliamentary Regulation 19 is that a riparian owner 
n may take as much surplus water as he requires for 
" efficient and economical primary and secondary use on 
” his riparian land.*1

I have no hesitation i$ saying that this

exposition of the riparian'owner1s rights to surplus water

in terms of section 14 of the Act is unquestionably correct. 

Ike
Mr.Theron referred to passages which he quoted out of^ Smart t 

Syndicate Ltd.versus Richmond Municipality and others

(supra) at page 289 and Wagenaar versus du Plessis (1931 A.D.)

at page 99 from which he sought to deduce that section 14 

gives a riparian owner an unlimited right to impound water. 

These passages were analysed by the learned Judge in the 

Court a quo who went to some pains to show that the 

purpose for which counsel sought to use them had the effect 

of divorcing them from their context. I am tn complete 

agreement with his finding that the decided cases support 

the construction which has been given to section 14 in the 

passages quoted above and that if intakes more than his 

reasonable requirements, he is exceeding the rights which 

the Act gives him.

Mr.Theron1 s.».............................. /18
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Mr.Theron*s second contention is that section 

18 provides the only remedy by means of which a riparian 

owner can limit the use of an owner above him. In suppfirt 

of this he laid considerable stress upon the fact that it 

has been said that section 18 is a proviso to section 14; and 

he sought to deduce from that that the limitation to the ro 

reasonable use of w$ter cannot apply until the proviso has 

been put into operation by the making of any application 

to the Water Court. It seems to me that, while section 18 

may be regarded as being in the nature of a proviso to 

section 14, its shief object is to provide a lower owner 

with a simple remedy when an owner above him is exceeding 

his rights. It does not seem to me that the section contains 

anything from which it may fairly be inferred that a 

riparian owner cannot be limited in his use of surplus water 

by any procedure other than an application under this section.

In the present case the orders asked for 

included (i) the determination of the rights of the parties 

by virtue of the “fair share" agreement of 1891; (ii) the 

determination of the rights of the parties by virtue of the 

1932 servitude agreement; (iii) the determination of the 

appellants • ...... ./19
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appellants1 rights of aqueduct over Lot B and a claim for 

an order for the removal of the furrow G-H; and (iv) An 

order declaring Salt River*s Vlei and Roux*s Bam to be 

non-riparian. These are all matters which can be adjudicated 

upon by a Water Court under the provisions of sub-sections 

(a) and (b) Of section 32 of the Act. They are equally 

matters which cannot be dealt with under the provisions of 

section 18 of the Act* It does not appear to be logical to 

say that, because the definition of rights under certain 

agreements may necessarily involve the fixing of the 

respective quantities of water which any one of the parties 

may be permitted to divert, the remedy under section 32(b) 

ceases to be available. Nor is it plain to me how a number 

of riparian owners who are involved in a dispute as to water 

Suds 
rights^as is the case here could possibly get their respective 

rights defined by way of an application under section 18* 

For these reasons I think that Mr«Theron's contention that 

section 18 was the only remedy available to the respondents 

is incorrect.

The appellants* counsel raised the further point 

that none of they^ppeMents had locus standi to apply for a 

definition./20
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definition of rights which involved a limitation upon the 

rights of the owners of Lots D and F to divert as much 

water as they saw fit in the exercise of their right to 

divert their share of Lot B8s water under the 1932 servitude 

agreement. In so far as the first respondent is concerned, 

he is the owner of Lot B add he is entitled to one half 

share of the water tights pertaining to it. This must 

necessarily give him locus standi to bring proceedings in 

the Water Court for a definition of his rights and those 

of the owners of Lots D and F. In so far as the owners of 

LotsC are concerned, in the first place, it is common cause 

that they have, by virtue of their user of the water on 

Kleiiv Aar prior to the commencement of Act 32 of 1906, and 

the preservation of such rights by section 8(c) of that 

Act and by section 24(c) of Act 8 of 1912, a right to 

use the water of the Salt River. What the quantity is which 

they may use is the subject of a later part of this judgment*

In the second place one, Jackson,who grew up 

on Hopewell and lived there stated that,in the days when he 

lived on the farm when the river was in flood water frequently 

spilled over the channel of the river between the joints B 

and B marked on plan B, and that this water irrigated the

veld..................... /21
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veld of Lot C lying to the north of point D. He said 

further that when the water was diverted at point 0 a 

considerable quantity of it tan round the eastern side of 

the Vogelstruiskoppie and found its way to the Langkuile, 

which hie partly on Klein Aar and partly on Lot C, and from 

there the larger part of the water flowed over Lot C down 

to Mimosa Lodge. This evidence was borne out by the contours 

fcju tUliltKCe 
shown on the topographical map which is exhibit 47 and^Shand, 

whe-^á-a a civil enginee^otated that the course which 

Jackson stated to have been that taken by the water over 

Lot C was in accordance with the natural fall of the land 

as shown by the contours. He stated furthermore that, when 

he inspected that area before giving evidence there were 

in many places traces of flood water having recently run 

over Lot C in the way which Jackson described it used to 

run in his time.

Both the right to use the surplus water by 

diverting it at B onto Klein Aar and the fact that prior 

to 1932, when the furrow at A was made by the appellants, 

considerable quantities of water naturally ran over the weld 

on Lot C and irrigated the vilg and that some water still 

does so./22
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does so, gives, in my opinion the owner of Lot C locus 

stqndi in a suit in which rights of diversion by other 

riparian owners immediately above them are put in issue.

Mr.Theron put forward one further contention 

under this ground of appeal.was that, even if the 

court,acting under section 18 of the Act placed a limit 

upon the amount of water which an upper owner was reasonably 

entitled to use, it was not justified in limiting the rights 

given him by section 14 merely to his reasonable requirements. 

The furthest that anij. such limitation could go would be to 

restrict hAa the quantity of water which he could use 

beneficially. This might well imply, he argued, the use of

a greater quantity than required to produce a crop by

means of economie irrigation. If the application of a 

larger quantity of water would produce a more abundant crop, 

then the upper owner was entitled to take it because his 

full requirements had to be satidfied. As there was no 

evidence to indicate what that quantity might be, but only

evidence of the reasonable requirements of Lot B, the Court 

could not make any order limiting the use of water on their 

respective properties in terms of the servitude agreement of 

1932.
I have.............................../23
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I have already dealt at some length with the rights of use 

under section 14 and I have expressed my entire agreement

I 
with the statement of DE VILLIERS, J.., in Smartt Syndicate 

Ltd» versus Richmond Municipality and others (supra) in 

which he said that it is the capacity for beneficial use 

whiah is the measure of rights to use public water, and to 

his further pronouncement that sections 14 and 18 of the 

Act, read with Parliamentary Regulation 19, entitle a 

riparian owner to tá^e as much surplus water as he requires 

for efficient and economical use on his riparian land» To 

say that=a riparian owner may tqke the water which he 

requires for efficient and economical irrigation of his land 

is,in my opinion, exactly the same thing as saying that he 

may'take his reasonable requirements or his full reasonable 

requirements and it does not seem to me that this is in any 

way different from saying that he must make beneficial use 

of the water without waste.

The evidence of Dr.Tidmaréh, which is criticised 

by Mr.CJheron, is to the effect that the wetting of the soil 

on Salt River’s Poort to a depth of six iftfbet is the limit 

of the efficient and economic use of water for irrigation.

......................../24For this..
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For this purpose between 30 and 31 inches would have to be 

applied to the soil during the irrigating season. This 

evidence was not contradicted and the Water Court accepted 

it. The learned Judge based his calculation of the 

quantity which wogld be required for the full reasonable 

requirements of one half of Lot B*s irrigable area upon 

Dr. Tidmarsh’s evidence and fixed 2,000 acre feet per annum 

as that quantity. I am of opinion that, in doing so, he 

gave the appellants the use of all the water they are 

entitled to in respect of their rights under the 1932 

servitude agreement.

The next matter with which I shall deal is the 

quantity of water which the second and third respondents 

are entitled to divert and use for irrigation on the non

riparian property, Klein Aar. The construction of the furrow 

from point B on plan A to Klein Aar was completed in 1904. 

At that time, the only streams which the common law recog

nised as public streams were those which were perennial 

streams. The Salt River was not a perennial stream and 

consequently was a private stream, and every owner of property 

eentiguou© to the stream could use all the water which reached 

his property........................../25
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his property in whatever manner he chose, subject of course 

to the maxim sic utere tuo ut aliénum nonlaedas» This 

position was changed in the Cape Colony through the passing 

of Act 32 1906, when, by virtue of section 3 of that

Act, rivers which carried flood-water only, like the Sakt 

River, were made intermittent streams• In terms of section 

7 of that Act the water in these streams became,from then 

onwards, public w&termand the owners of land contiguous to 

them were given riparian rights»

Seeing that the Act was introducing an important 

change in the common law, it made provision for the preser

vation of existing rights and the rights so preserved are 

set out in section 8 which is as follows:

” 8. Nothing ih the preceding section shall:
”(a) Compel any person who, previous to the passing of 
”this Act, has constructed or had in course of construc- 
" tion works for the useful employment of the water of 
” W intermittent stream, to allow to flow down past 
w his works water which he could beneficially use by 
n means of and for the purposes of his work, and which he 
w was entitled so to use;
,1 (b) Prevent any person from doing anything necessary to 
w prevent the preosion of land;
"(c) Prevent any person who, prior to the commencement 

of this Act, has used and was entitled to use the
" water of an intermittent stream for irrigating a non- 
f1 riparian property, from continuing such use.
” And any special regulations drafted hereafter under 

the preceding............ /26
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h the preceding section shall not interfere with the 
w enjoyment of the exemptions in this section mentioned.”

Act 32 of 1906 remained of force and effect in the Cape

Province until 1912 when if was repealed by Act 8 of 1912, 

which agai» was of force and effect when the proceedings in 

this case commenced. Act 8 of 1912 provided, too, for the 

preservation of existing rights in terms similar to those 

which the previous Statute had contained. Section 24 of 

Act 8 of 1912, which is the relevant section, is as follows 

” 24. Nothing in this CJiapter shall be construed as — 
”(a) compelling any person who, prior to the commencement 
” of this Act or of any prior law, has constructed, or 
11 had in the course of construction, works for the 
M useful employment of the water of any stream, to allow 
11 to flow down past his works, water which he could 
M beneficially use by means of or for purposes of his 
" works and which he was entitled so to use; 
n(b) preventing any person from doing on his own lind 
11 any act necessary to prevent the erosion thereof; 
” (c) preventing any person who, prior to the commence- 
” ment of this Act, has used and was entitled to use 
” the water of any stream for irrigating non-riparian 
” land, from continuing so to use such water,”

Mr.Theron contended that upon a proper inter

pretation of section 8 of Act 32 of 1906 the water which the 

second and third respondents were entitled to use on Klein 

Aar was limited to the quantity which they were actually 

diverting when the Act ceme into force in that year. It

Ip-y
followed, therefore, that he wao not entitled to any 

additional./27
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additional water which the| obtained through the construction 

of the weir at B and through the diversion of water from the 

point C, both of which commenced in the year 1930» In 

support of this contention Mr * Theron argued that the final 

woEds of section 8(c) of Act 32 of 1906, i.e. "such use" 

could only refer to the water which an owner of land "has 

used and was entitled to use" when the Act came into force* 

This contention, he said, is further supported by the wording 

of sub-section (a) of section 8 of the Act* This sub-section 

limited the owner’s fights to water which he could use by 

means of and for the purposes of his work and, although it 

does not specifically say so, it is applicable to irrigation 

works as well as works erected for other purposes (see Smartt 

Syndicate Ltd.* versus Richmond. Municipality and others , (1) 

Krumneck’s Reports at page 307)• From this it follows that 

any interpretation other than the one contended for by him 

would cquse sub-sections (a) and (c) of section 8 to be 

contradictory to each other, for under (a) an owner’s right 

to use water for irrigation is clearly limited to the 

quantity which his works diverted at the commencement of the 

Act, while under (c) no such limitation is imposed*

I am....................................*«/28
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I am of opinion that this contention is not 

well founded. It appears to me that the words “such use'* 

with which sub-section (c) of section 8 conclude refer to 

a
"the use of the water.........for irrigating^non-riparian proper

ty", from which it follows that it is the use for irrigation 

of which no prrson might prevent the continuance. Act 32 

of 1906 was, by section 1 of the Act, "cited as the Irrigation 

Act, 1906". A perusal of the satute makes it very clear 

that it is irrigation, and irrigation alone, which it is 

the object of the Act to promote and facilitate. Section 

7 of the Act made a drastic change in the common law by 

taking away from the owhers of land in the greater part of 

the Cape Colony the unlimited right to use the water of 

flood-water streams free from any restriction whatsoever. 

It introduced for the first time, the restrictions which 

riparian ownership and riparian rights entail in so far as 

a large numb®? of rivers a#e concerned. It seems to me that 

the exemptions which section 8 introduce*/should be inter

pie ted in the light of the whole frame and object of the 

Act and that, where a right to continue to irrig&te land is 

preserved, it was intended to preserve it in a way which 

would./29 
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would enable the owner of the land to make the best use of 

his property by using water for irrigating it. From the 

time the Act came into force a preferent user of the water 

which had hitherto been private water was given to the owners 

whose land was riparian to the river, but these owners were, 

by the exemption, prevented from interfering with any use of 

water upon a property which was being irrigated at that time 

but would, otherwise, have fallen outside the somewhat arbitrary 

distinction of riparianism. The owner of the non-riparian 

land, who was doing the very thing which the Act sought to 

promote, was by the exemption relieved from a provision of 

the Act which would have thwarted his efforts.

Mr.Theron1s contention that the words in section 

8(c) ’’such use” can only refer to the water which an owner of 

land ’’has used and was entitled to use" when the Act came 

into force is, in my opinion, negatived by the wording of the 

section. The words are not "at the commencement of this Act*,’ 

but "prior to the commencement of this Act" and the right of 

use which the owner of a non-riparian property had prior to 

the passing of Act 32 of 1906 was an unlimited use of the 

water of a private stream. This is a reason why the sub-sectioi 

lends./30 
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lends itself so readily to the interpretation that the right whi 

which is preserved is the right to a reasonable use for irriga

tion.

No± can I see that any interpretation other than 

the one he put forward causes sub-sections (a) and (c) of 

section 8 to become contradictory to each other. In my 

opinion section 7 deals with the irrigation of riparian land, 

section 8(a) deals with water used on riparian land for purposes 

other than irrigation and section 8(c) deals with water used 

for irrigation upon non-riparian land. It seems to me that 

this is the basis upon which an interpretation of section 8(c) 

must rest and it excludes any question of both contradiction 

between sections 8(a) and 8(c) or of their overlapping. As 

section 8(a) is intended to preserve rights, other than rights 

to use water for irrigation, the limitation of them to the 

extent of such beneficial use as was enjoyed when the Act was 

passed fits fairly into the object of an Act which seeks 

solely to proBHbte irrigation. It does not, however, in my 

opinion, detract from the much greater rights which are 

specifically preserved by sub-section 8(c) for the benefit 

and advantage of land owners who were then actually occupied 

in........................../31
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in carrying out the objects of the Act.

There appears to me to be a further reason for 

holding that an owner of non-riparian land was not limited 

to the use of the quantity of water which he was using when 

Act 32 of 1906 came into force. The right which was preserved 

for his benefit by section 8(c) was so preserved because it 

was in existence before the Act came into force. By section 

7, the newly created riparian owners became entitled to a 

preferent right to use the water, "subject to the existing 

rights of others" i.e. subject'to•the right of the owner of 

non-riparian land who had been using the wat^r for irrigation 

to continue to do so. X cannot understand how any limitation of 

his user can possibly be read into section 8(c), the more so 

seeing that the rights of the riparian owners were limited in 

favour of the non-riparian owners’ rights of prior use.

Mr.Theron argued that the wording of section 23 

of Act 8 of 1912 indicated that section 24(c) of that Act 

should be read as placing a limitation upon the rights of use 

of an owner of non-riparian land. It is true that section 23 

deals, as did section 9 of Act 32 of 1906, with surplus water, 

but it deals equally with normal flow. Moreover, it deals 

with./32 
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with the use of water for irrigation, but it deals equally 

with its use for industrial purposes. Rights of user #«T 

normal flow for irrigation and rights to use either normal 

flow or surplus water for industrial purposes bring into 

operation legal factors which are totally different from those 

which govern the use o± surplus water for irrigation^ and I 

cannot understand how it is possible to use section 23 for 

the purpose of interpreting either section 24(c) of Act 8 of 

1912 or section 8(c) of Act 32 of 1906.

A further point put forward by Mr.Theron was that 

t-ke the ’protection' sections of Act 8 of 1912 (sections 15 

and 16J applied only to riparian owners and that non-riparian 

owners were excluded from protection proceedings. From this 

he sought to deduee that their existing works were to be re

garded as confined t$^8iversion of the quantities of water which 

they had originally been capable of diverting prior to the 

passing of Act 32 of 1906.

Protection was a privilege which was created for 

the express purpose of enabling a riparian owner, who had 

constructed or proposed to eondtruct works for the storage or 

diversion of surplus water, to obtain some certainty that a 

defined./33
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riw
defined quantity of water would, if the water came dovzn in 

spate, be available for storgge or diversion by means of his 

works. The court wgs empowered to order that any ripgrian 

owner, who might be affected by the granting of protection, 

should be called upon to declare what works he proposed, in 

the futute, to erect. The right to apply for protection was 

given only to the owners of riparian land thus excluding owners 

of nbn-riparian land from participation in the privilege.

Until protedtion had been granted to the declarants by a Water 

Court all owners of riparian land, and apparently of non-
W&k J w « 4

riparian land to^, were free to construct such works as were 

necessary to ensure them the beneficial use of the surplus 

water. After the granting of a protection order the owners of 

exisitimg works, even if they were riparian owners, were barred 

from extending their works unless they had declared and been 

granted protection for the extension. After the grant of 

protection to other owners, the existing works af all owners 

who had not sought protection became "static” and that applied 

to both the owners of riparian and non-riparian land.

It does not appear to me that, from a position of 

this kind, it can fairly be implied that sections 15 and 16 place 

■a limitation upon the rights of owners of non-riparian land, 
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nor can I understand why, when the legislature selects a 

particular class of persons for the purpose of conferring upon 

it privileged rights to the use of water, its failure to confer 

upon a different class the same privilege is .something from 

which a limitation upon the existing rights of the latter class 

must be inferred. The contention seems to me to be a non- 

sequitur and, consequently unsound.

There is, however, another reason for coming to this 
Jl** «rriweX.

conclusion. Under ordinary circumstances it is not permissible 

to interpret a statute by relying upon the wording of regulation 

which have been passed subsequently by virtue of its terms. The

position in regard to Act 32 of 1906 is, however, different for

section 116 provides that all regulations proclaimed by the

Grovernot under the Act shall while in force have effect as if 

enacted in the Act. The regulations which dealt with the use of

water on non-riparian land, Regulations 117 and 118 are as

follows:- ”117.The requirements of all riparian lands must first 
” be considered before any water shall be diverted for 
” the use of non-riparian owners.........
”118.The requirements of non-riparian owners for the 
” full exercise and enjoyment of rightd allowed under 
” section 8(c) of the Act must be fully provided for.”

These regulations were duly proclaimed by the G-overnot and thus

became part of the statute. The words ”full exercise and enjoy

ment” seem to me to place non-riparian owners whose rights had 

been preserved by section 8(c) in the same position as riparian 

owners when the question of granting other non-riparian owners 

the right to use surplus water..............  water..../35
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water came up for consideration by a Water Court, 

Mr«Theron raised the further point that the 

only right to which the owner of land contiguous to a private 

stream like the Salt River, was entitled prior to the 

commencement of Act 32 of 1906 was a right to divert^water 

as reached his property. He could not, he argued, ever 

have had a right,in respect of a private stream, to compel 

an owner of land above him to allow water to flow down to 

him. For this reason, he could never, after the Act came 

into force, require that any riparian owner should permit 

water to reach his point of diversion and that the position 

remains the same today. Theoretically that contention may 

be sound, but it has no application to the circumstances of 

this case. The evidence establishes beyond doubt that there 

was no diversion of water upon Salt River’s Poort in 1904* 
/\

There was a diversion of a very minor nature in or abou± 

1908 and the first major diversion was in 1932^ when the owners 

of Lots D,E, and F made the furrow A-E-F with the object of 

by-passing the predecessor in title of the second and third 
Kxvvm 4*

respondents diversions to Klein Aar at the points B and 0.

From these circumstances it follows that, in 1904 all 
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the water of the Salt Ki^er which its channel could carry- 

reached ýhe point B and that, had the furrow from there to 

Klein Aar been sufficiently large, the full requirements for 

the irrigation of Klein Aar couM have been supplied. As it 

was this water which the owner of Klein Aai? used and was 

entitled to use prior to 1906 there appears to me to he no 

substance in this contention.

Seeing that the plaintiffs1 rights were protected 

in the mariner I have indicated by section 8(c) of Act 32 of 

1906, it cannot, in my opinion, be questioned that they were 

still so preserved at the time the application to the Water 

Court was made. The exemption created by sectioh 8(c) of Act 

32 of 1906 was re-enacted by section 24(c) of Act 8 of 1912 in 

almost the same terms. The only difference between the two 

sections is that, in the latter section, th4 concluding words 

are “so to use such water” instead of the words “such use” 

which are the concluding words of section 8(c). If this slight 

alteration in phraseology does not add to the preservation of 

rights which section 8(c) of Act 32 of 1906 it can

assuredly be said that it does not detract from it. It seems 

to me to be clear that “so to use such water” was intended to 

mean “to use the water for irrigating non-riparian land".

I am, therefore, of opinion that it was the intention of

the .......................................................*/32a
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the legislature of the Cape Colony, when it passed Act 32 of 

1906, to put owners of non-riparian &&nd, upon which the water 

of intermittent streams was being used for irrigation prior 

to the commencement of that Act, in exactly the same position 

as the land to which the Act had given the characteristics of 

rifiprian land, and to give to those owners the same rights to 

use water as it gave to the newly created riparian owners, and 

that it is these rights to which Klein Aar is entitled. Both 

.the learned Judge of the Water Court and the three Judges of 

the Court a quo came to this conclusion and it appears to me 

to be the most logical interpretation of the section.

Mr.Muller referred(to a passage from Hall on Water

Rights at page 83 which is to the following effect:-

” The attribute of riparianism attaches to land only in
” respect tf its relationship to public streams (Section 2
” of the Act), and so no distinction could be drawn between 

” ” riparian and non-riparian land in relation to a private
” stream. Since the passing of the Irrigation Act of 1912, 
” and, in the Cape Province, of Act 32 of 1906 (Cape), the 
” provisions governing riparian land have become applicable 
” to intermittent streams. If land which does not fall 
” within the statutory definition of riparian land was, 
'* prior io the passing of these statutes, irrigated with 
” water from an intermittent stream, its owner is entitled 
" to continue such use, and, in any proceedings for^re- 
” stricting the use of, or apportioning, the water of that 
”stream, such non-riparian land would have to be placed 
” upon exactly the same footing as land which is riparian 
“ in terms of the Irrigation/ Act.”

This is, of course, not an authority for the

correctness.............. .. ./38
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correctness of the statement which it contains "but, when 

I wrote it in 1931? it represented the existing practice in 

connection with the use of surplus water on non-riparian 

properties which were exempted under Act 8 of 1912. Inuring 

the 27 years which have passed since then exempted properties 

have in actual practice continued to enjoy the same rights 

to use surplus water as properties riparian to the river. 

Where there are two possible interpretations of a, statutory 

provision and the choice in favour of one or other of them 

is so delicately balanced that a hair may tip the scale, it 

seems to me that the manner in which the provision has been 

carried out and the rights which have been exercised by 

vïfíuS of it during a period of over 50 years cannot be 

enirely ignored. There must necessarily be a considerable 

number of properties which are in the same position as that 

owned by the second and third respondents i.e. properties 

which have enjoyed

full.............................................. /39



full reasonable requirements for irrigation since the two

Irrigation Acts were passed. If the interpretation which the 

appellant seeks to place upon it is to be given to section 8(c) 

of Act 32 of 1906, any development by means of the irrigation of 

these properties since 1906 will have proved to be illegal and, 

in order to determine their rights, the c3>ick will have to be 

put back to 1906. After the lapse of more than 50 years it will 

be extremely difficult to establish what quantity of water was 

used prior to 1906 and, moreover, as the quantity is likely to 

have been quite small because flood-water irrigation was then in 

its infancy, the present owners of some of those properties may 

well be faced with ruin.

The next matter which falls to be dealt with is whether, 

upon a true interpretation of the 1932 servitude agreement, the 

appellants exceeded the rights which it gave them. As the second 

and third respondents were not parties to the agreement, this is 

a matter between the first respondent as the owner of the servieni 

tenement, Lot B, and the appellants. The relevant portinas of 

this agreement are as follows:-
"l.The said Egbert Bevenish de Villiers as owner aforesaid 
hereby sells unto the said Benjamin Gerhardus de Villiers 
and Henri La Porte de Villiers as owners aforesaid in 
equal shares who hereby buy from him the full and sole 
right to and right to divert all the water of the Sout 
River, district Beaufort West, to which the said Egbert 
Bevenish de Villiers is entitled as owner aforesaid and 
which flows on or through or over the farm ”La Porte” 
otherwise known as Lot B Salt River’s

Poort/40



“Poort, district Beaufort West, the property of the 
said Egbert Devenish de Villiers for the sum of One 
Thousand Pounds (£10004 Sterling, payable Five Hundred 
Pounds (£500) in cash and Five Hundred Pounds (£5004 
Sterling on registration in the Deeds Office, Cape 
Town, of this agreement against their respective 
Deeds of Transfer♦
2. The said Egbert Devenish de Villiers, Benjamin 
Gerhardus de Villiers add Henri la Porte de Villiers 
agree that the water may be diverted and led over th< 
farm “La Porte” otherwise known as Lot b, Salt River’s 
Poort on to any of the properties owned by the parties 
of the second part as aforesaid at all times and in 
whatsoever manner the said Benjamin Gerhardus de 
Villiers and Henri la Porte de Villiers may wish, and 
for this purpose they shall have the right of aqueduct 
from any part of the Bout River flowing through ”La 
Porte” otherwise known as Lot B, Salt Rivers Poort, 
through such property to any place they may desire to 
take such water on the properties owned by them as 
aforesaid.
3» The said Benjamin Gerhardus de Villiers and Henri 
la Porte de Villiers shall at all times have a free 
right of way over the farm ”La Porte” otherwise known 
as Lot B, Salt Rivers Poort for themselves, their 
agents or servants to attend to the diverting and 
leading of the water. They sjall likewise have the 
right to cut down trees where necessary to give effect 
to the said diversion and leading of water.”

Mr .Theron chntended that the appellants did not

exceed their tights to take water because the owner of Lot B 

has at no time been restricted by an order^ obtained under 

section 18 of the Act, to taking a limited quantity of water. 

Until such an order has been obtained he is entitled to an 

unlimited use of the surplus water and the appellants * rights

to take................................./35
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to take one half of the water are similarly unlimited#

As nonsuch order has been claimed in these proceedings the 
'A 

êLÍtcr
Water Court has no right either to limit^the quantity they 

may take 4°$ the size of the furrow by which water may be 

diverted.

I have already found that it was not necessary 

for the first respondent to proceed under section 18 in 

order to obtaih^a declaration of his rights under the 1932 

servitude agreement, and, furthermore, that he is entitled 

to have his rights defined under section 32 of the Act^ this 

contention fails.

Counsel then submitted that the right of 

agueduct granted to the appellants in Qlause 2 of the 

agreement was couched in such wide terms that they were 

entitled to take as many furrows as they liked across Lot B 

and to take them in whatever directions they chose. The 

words upon which this contentions based are the following:- 

The parties ’’agree that the water may be diverted and 
’’led over the farm La Porte... .onto any of the properties 
’’owned by the parties of the second part” (i.e. the 
appellants* predecessors in title).......... ’’and for this 
’’purpose they shall have the right of aqueduct from 
’’any part of the Sout River flowing through La Porte... 
’’through such property to any place they may desire
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”to take the water on the properties owned by them as 
" aforesaid.”

The grant of the right of aqueduct to any 

place where the appellants wish to tkke the water on their 

properties, does not in my opinion admit of the construction 

placed upon it by Mr«Theron. The grant of the right of 

aqueduct i$ a<grant simpliciter, and it gives the dominant 

owner the right to select the course of the furrow he requires, 

but he must select a course which will cause the least 

possible inconvenience to the servient owner, consistent of 

course, with the proper exercide of the former’s right of 

servitude( Gardens Estate versus Lewis, 1920 A.D. 144)* 

The grant is simpliciter because the dominant owners are 

permitted to construct their aqueduct from any point on the 

Salt River to any point on their properties, but it is 

limited in one respect and that is that its course must be 

from the river to those properties.

Moreover, it was proved in evidence beyond 

any doubt that the furrow which the appellants made between 

G and H in 1952 was of such a nature that a danger arose that 

the river might thereby be diverted to a new course and thus 

damage the first respondent’s property. This is something 
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very different from the selection of a course which will 

cause the least possible inconvenience to the servient owner 

and it is not a legal exercise of the rights granted by the 

servitude agreement.

The second and third respondents were not 

parties to the 1952 agreement, but their right to divert 

water at point» B on plan B for the irrigatioh of Klein 

Aar is necessarily affected by the diversion of large 

quantities of water at point A. Should the diversion's 

such as to bring about the formisg of a new channel of the 

river along the course A-E-F-G-H, it would have the effect 

of depriving them of all water at point Bfa»d thus defeating 

their right to irrigate Klein Aar.

The furrow from A to F which was constructed 

in 1932 ran from A to F and there i» discharged water out cn 

to the veld in such a way that it ran down to a place where the 

river makes a bend in the vicinity of the point marked K on 

plan B. Here all the water from A which reached K was dis

charged into the course of the Salt River, and it ran down 

the course until it reached the diversion dam at L and fell 

to be distributed in terms of the servitude agreement. This 

diversion./33



diversion had the effedt of preventing all the water* which 

was diverted at point A from reaching points B and 6 on Lot 

C; add so any diversion which was in excess of the quantity 

which one half of Lot B could reasonably use made an inroad 

upon the right of the second and third respondents to use 

water on Klein Aar.

The appellants admitted in the course of 

« 
thetr evidence that the furrow A-E-F was made with the 

object of by-passing the diversions on Lot C and of bringing 

down more water to the diversion weir at L from which point 

they could bring it to their properties. It is plain that 

neither the furrow A-E-F or its extension from G to H was A 

a furrow diverting the water from the course of the Salt 

River on to any point on the appellants’ property in terms of 

the 1932 servitude, nor was it an aqueduct constrouted for 

this purpose. It follows that the making and maintenance 

both these furrows is unauthorised by the servitude 

agreement and that, unless the consent of the first respondent 

is obtained to this manner of taking the water, the appellants 

have no right to continue to dofeo.

In this connection, one further point was 
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raised by Mr .Theron i.e* that, in^^erms of Paragraph (4) of

the Water Court’s Order, the appellants were declared to

be entitled to only one furrow from the river to their

properties, whereas they may take water at point A for

their riparian land, but only below point B for their land

which has been declared non-riparian. This is an anomaly

and it appears to have crept in per incuriam. With the

consent of the parties paragraph (4) of the Order has been 

altered to read as follows

”U?he present paragraph, (4) to become (4) (a).
2 .1 new paragraph 4(b).to be inserted as follows 
Paragraphs (3) and 4(a) hereof are not to be construed 
as containing any decision on the question whether 
Pirst or Second Respondents are entitled to exercise 

ther their right of aqueduct for conveyance of the quantity
of water defined in paragraph 1 hereof by means of one 
furrow only or by means of more than one furrow or by 
means other than a furrow, e.g. a pipeline or pipelines?

The next point raised in the grounds of appeal 

is the definition* of the rights of the parties under the 

“fair share” agreement of 1891 and, more especially, the 

correctness of the finding bý the Water Court and the Court 

a quo that the rights of the owners of Lot B and Lot C to use 

the water on those properties were not affected by the terms 

of the agreement.

The ’’fair share” agreement was concluddd as a
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subsidiary part of an agreement to partition the two farms

Salt River’s Poort and Salý River’s Vlei between a number of 

owners who held those properties in undivided shares. After 

the shares of the different owners had been defined in the 

power of attorney to pass sub-divisional transfers, certain 

enndltmgnB were included with the object of enabling them 

to be registered against all the transferédeeds. Of these 

conditions, the first two gave tights of servitude over Lot 

B to certain of the owners of the newly allotted defined 

shares. The conditions are as follows:-

H We have further mutually agreed as follows:- 
*1. That the proprietor or proprietors at any time of 
any portion of the aforesaid farms, situate below the 
portion herein agreed to be allotted to the said 
Executors Testamentary of the said late Cornelis Forbes, 
shall have the right at all times to enter upon the 
portion so allotted to the said Executors for the 
purpose of repairing and maintaining in order, the 
existing Dam, known as the "Uitkeer Bam'1, situate in 
the run of the Salt River on the said portion of 
aforesaid farms.
2 . That the proprietor or proprietors at any time of 
the said portion of said farms so allotted to said 
Executorá Testamentary of late Cornelis Forbes shall 
ál>ow the proprietor or proprietors of the portions 
of the said farms situate below the said poison so 
allotted to said Executors, to divert the water from 
the aforesaid Dam, when it shall be necessary so to do, 
to secure to the said lower portions of the said farm/ 
a fair share of said w^ter.”

At the time the agreement was entered into,
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there wxisted in the vicinity of point L an "uitkeerdam" 

across the course of the Salt River which is marked as such 

on the plan marked This dam had been constructed for the 

purpose of diverting the flood waters from the channel of 

the river, spreading them over a large area of the surrounding 

land and filling the vlei areas situated below the dam with 

the object of improving the grazing. At that time this was 

the only place where water was diverted from the river channel, 

and the evidence shows that a considerable quantity of water 

spilled over the banks oi£ the river on to Lots B and C above 

the uitkeerdam which headed the w^ter back on to those 

properties. The water of the Salt River was private water 

and an owner over whose land it ran could use it, waste it 

or dispose of it just as it suited him. The water could,

k
moreover, be used on any land onAwhich it was diverted, for 

the distinction between riparian and non-riparian land did 

not then exist Éo far as the Salt River was concerned. The 

agreement falls, therefore, to be interpreted in the light 

of these circumstances.

Mr.Theron contended that clauses 1 and 2 of 

the agreement must be read to imply that each of the six 
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sub-divisions of Salt River's Poort and Salt River's Vlei 

w-'M'
were entitled to divert no more than a fair share of the 

w^ter of the river. In order to give the agreement this 

meaning, he argued,all that was necessary was that for the 

words ’’the water” in the phrase "to divert the water from the 

aforesaid dam" which appears in clause 2, there should be 

substituted the words "the water of the Salt Hiver" of the 

words "the water coming down the course of the Salt River". 

If the agreement were to be read with these words added to 

it, it becomes ctuite clear, he said, that when it stated that 

the object w^s that the fair share of the water in respect 

of which each of the lower farms had to be secured was a 

fair share in relation to the shares of the other five sub

divisions of the two original farms.

The rights given by the agreemeht were given to the 

owners of Lots situated below Lot B and these rights were, 

firstly, a right of entry upon Lot B for the purpose of 

keeping the uitkeerdam in order and, secondly, the right 

to divert water from it in order to ensure that these lower 

lots received a fair share of the water.

Mr.Theron argued that Lot C is situated below Lot B and 
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is, therefore, one of the properties contemplated in 

paragraph 2 of the agreement. The geographical stiuation

of Lot C, as originally surveyed, does not support this

contention for the area which was cut off at its northern end
X

is, in relation to the course of the Salt River, clearly

above the highest point of Lot B and it is difficult to

Or*
understand how ho arises-at his contention. I am of opinion

&KJ 0^ ftu í<Xl 1 ^"vv-

that the properties mentioned in paragraph 2 are the Lots

L, E and F.

The rules which must be applied before a term

can be implied in a contract were re-stated in Milin (Pty.,)

Ltd., versus Benade (1950 (1) S.A. 211 (A.D.)) by CENTLIVRES,

C.J., in the following terms

M SOLOMON, J.A., in delivering the judgment of the Court 
” in the case of Union Government (Minister of Railways 
" and Harbours) versus Faux Ltd., 1916 A.B. 105, said at 
n page 112:- It is needless to say that a Court should 
” be very slow to impiy a term in a contract which is 
" not to be found there, more particularly in a case like 
n the present, where in the printed conditiond the whole 
” subject is dealt with in the greatest detail; and where 
M the condition we are asked to Aiply, is one of the very 
” greatest importance on a matter which could not* possibly 
n have been absent from the minds of the parties at the 
11 time when the agreement was made. The rule to be 
” applied by a Court in determining whether or not a 
” condition whould be implied, is well stated by LORD 
" ESHER in the case of Hamlyn & Co. versus Wood & Co.

(1891, ......................................../43



” (1891, 2 Q.B.B. 491) as follows:- ”1 have for a long 
11 time understood that rule to be that a Court has no 
11 right to imply in a written contract any such stipu- 
” lation, unless, on considering the terms of the con- 
” tract in a reasonable and business manner, an 
” implication necessarily arises that the parties must 
” have intended that the suggested stipulation should 
” exist. It is not enough to. say ±&aWcrtiMdbe a 
" reasonable thing to make such an implication. It must 
w be a necessary implication in the sense thAt I have 
” mentioned.11

I am of Opinion that were the words to be

read into the agreement as suggested by the appellants* counsel 

they would give it a meaning palpably different from that which 
%

its plain werding conveys. It is not ambiguous in any way and 

there is no room for holding that the ’’fair share "of the water* 

to which the lower properties are entitled is synonymous with 

a fair share of all the water of the Salt River. The only
fe

right to water which the owners of Lots D, E and E which, 
/X

otherwise, would have been cut off from any source of supply, 

became entitled was to go to the uitkeerdam on Lot B and to 

tkke all the water which reached it. It follows that the 

findings of the learned judges, both in the Water Court 

and the Court a quo, that the "fair share” agreement does not 

limit in any way the water rights of the owners of Lots B and 

C is correct. Lot A has never figured in these proceedings for
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it is common cause that, because of its geographical 

situation and geo-physical characteristics, water from the 

Salt Rfirer has never been used on it*

There remains to be considered the question 

of the use of Salt River water upon Roux’s Pam and Gemsbok’s 

Randt and I shall deal with Roux’s Pam first. The only order 

of the Water Court which affects the appellants* rights to 

use wat4r on Lots A and B of Roux’s Pam is that part of 

paragraph (2) which states that ”no water may be diverted 

above point B, shown on plan B, for use upon the two portions 

of Roux’s Damf It is this order which is appealed against, 

but the Water Court actually found that Roux’s Dam is not 

riparian to the Salt River and it is upon this finding that 

the limitation in paragraph (2) is based* The question which 

arises for decision, therefore, is whether the Water Court 

and the Court a quo were justified in finding that Roux’s 

Dam is not riparian.

Mr.Burger«who argued this part of the case for 

the appellants, based his contention that Roux’s Dam is 

riparian upon two submissions, viz.:-

(a) That a branch of the Salt River formerly traversed 
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the property in the past and that, although changed somewhat 

in form, it continued to ruia across it when the present 

proceedings commenced, and

(b) That in former years the main channe3./of the Salt 

River traversed the property, but, owing to the steps taken 

by a* former owner of Salt River’s Poort to prevent erosion 

on his land, it became obliterated, which action could not 

operate to deprive Roux’s Pam of its characteristics as 

riparian land#

In support of the first of these sulnissions, 

counsel pointed out^from exhibit W.C.R. 17, which is a 

compilation plan made from the original grants of all the 

properties to which these proceedings relate^ it was- clear 

that, when Roux’s Pam was granted in 1870, a branch of th4 

Salt River is shown as running from Salt River’s Poort right 

across Roux’s Pam. He pointed out that when the Irrigation 

Pepartment made a detailed survey of the whole area in 1916, 

there is a line on it which, he contended, indicated that 

a channel across Roux’s Pam still existed. The evidence 

upo# which he based his contention that there was a continuous 

channel of the river which crossed Roux’s Pam was that of

Benjamin....................  ./47



Benjamin de Villiers, a former owner of the farm Leeuwkuil 

of which Lot A of Roux’s Pam forms a part* This witness 

stated that, when he ownei Leeuwkuil, there was a furrow 

Íkk/C - . „ , ,which ran down to it since he could remember and he shifted 
/\

this furrow to where it is running today* He thought that 

this took place about 1912. The old sloot or furrow then 

silted up. It was upon this evidence supported by the plans 

I have referred to that Mr.Burger contended that, up to the 

time of the construction of the new furrow by Benjamin de

A
Villiers, there had been a natural channel of the river

crossing Roux’s Pam to Leeuwkuii and he proceeded to argue that 

the artificial channel which de Villiers, made then took the t\

place of the natural channel which has disappeared. It is 

thus owing to the fact that this artificial channel has taken 

the place of the natural channel that the property which it 

crosses still retains the riparian characteristics with which 

the existence of the natural channel impressed it. As 

authority for the propostion that the artificial furrow mad$ 

by de Villiers could itself become a brandh of the river he>

refBftfted to Myburgh versus van der Byl (1 S.C. 360).

Mr.de Villiers, the respondents’ counsel,

pointed out........................ ./48
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pointed^uut that Mr.Benjamin de Villiers Bad seated in 

cross-examination that the furrow which he made was one 

taken out of the river course on Lot P^Salt River’s Poort 

which then belonged to one, Pienaar, and that he made it 

straight down to his lands so as to avoid the water having 

to ru^ down over the vlei before it could reach the lands. 

He was adked, too, whether there is éiill a channel across 

Leeuwkuil and he said ”No, it has been covered up but I 

can show you wher< it is”• He said that when he spoke of 

Leeuwkuil he referred to Lot A of Roux’s Bam as well and when 

asked whether the water flows in a channel, or over the 

veld,or in an artificial channel he said that there is still 

a small channel there today, meaning over Roux’s Bam. He 

also said in reply to the Court that there were three 

continuous channels which always ran. This was up to 1924 

when he left the farm. He was asked whether they still 

run today and said "No, two are quite covered up”. When 

asked as to the third chhnnel he replied ’’The one we followed, 

that is about the most what-do-you-call-it-one still”. 

He said again that these channels were always changing, 

and that *hen|one got silted up another one started up when

another......................../49



another flood came. When it was put to him that there was 

no continuous channel an that date, he replied "I maintain 

there is still a continuous channel, more or iess”. When 

asked again how many channels were in existence in 1924 and 

before, he replied that ’’They were more or less always there.”

This was the evidence upon which the existence 

of a continuous channel was based and the learned Judge in the 

Water Court found that Benjamin de Villiers’s evidence was 

inconclusive as to whether, oi not, there was ever a contin

uous channel leading on to Roux’s Bam. He said, moreover, 

that de Villiers had said that there were still continuous 

channels visible at that time, but the Court was unable to 

find thto on inspection. The learned Judge who gave the 

judgment in the appeal to the Court a quo (OGILVIE THOMPSON, 

J) said that, after reading de Villiers* evidence^ it 

appeared to him to be not only inconclusive, but also confused 

•and contradictory on this point. It appears to me that there 

are undoubtedly unsatisfacory features about the evidence of 

this witness and I am of opinion that both the learned judges 

had good reason to come to the conclusion which they did.

With regard to the plans bý means of which it 

was sought./50



was sought to support the verbal evidence, I cannot see the 

relevance of the diagram of 1870 for the question of 

riparian!sm could not arise before the 1906 Act came into 

operation. So far as the Irrigation Department’s plan of 

1916 is concerned, the learned Judge in the Water Court 

said that it was quite clear that this plan did not show a 

defined channel running down as far as Roux’s Dam. I have 

examined the plan and it does not seem to'me that the long 

straight lin^e marked on the plan across Roux’s Dam could 

possibly, as Mr.Burger>suggests. have been intended to 

répresent the natural channel of a river.

Once the basis of the claim to Roux’s Darn's 

riparian!sm falls away, the claim that the furrow leading 

to Leeuwkuil*s lands is an artificial channel which has taken 

the place of a natural one fails too, for the simpler reason 

that lliehaswnot been proved that there was a natural channel 

which the artificial one could have replaced. In any event, 

it is clear that a furrow constructed by one riparian owner 

for the purpose of irrigating his lands and used solely for 

that purpose is not the kind of artificial channel which was 

in issue in Myburgh versus van der Byl (supra) and that this 

decision./51



decision is no authority in support of the appellants1 

contention.

The Water Court and the Court a quo both found 

that a channel which could be relied upon as the basis flor 
X 

Roux’s Dam being riparian must necessarily be in existence 

at the time the dispute between the parties afose. I am in 

IS 
agreement with that finding and, as this has net been proved, 

it seems to me that the finding of both those Courts that 

Roux’s Bam is non-riparian is a correct one.

Buring the course of the argument this Court 

raised the point whether it was in law possible for a 

riparian owner to grant to a lower owner the right of using the 

surplus water to which the grantor, as upper owner, is entitled. 

Surplus water may be used only for the requirements of 

ripafian property and, if a particular owner does not require 

that water for use upon his riparian property, the question 

arises whether he may allow another riparian owner to uce it, A 

whose property is so situated that there are riparian proper

ties intervening between him and the grantor. In the present 

case Lot C isr in relation to Roux’s Bam,an upper riparian 

property and so, were Roux’s Bam to be declared to be riparian, 

./52and if
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and if this question were to be answered in the affirmative, 

the water to which Lot B is entitled could not legally be 

transferred by the owner of Lot B to the owner of Roue’s Bam 

without the consent of intervening riparian owners whose 

rights to use that water wouMibe defeated by the transfer* 

This point was not taken either in the Water Court itfor in 

the Court a quo and it was by no means fully argued in the 

appeal to this Court. For these reasons and^ seeing that it 

is not necessary for the purposes of this case to make any 

finding upon it, it does not appear to be advisable to come 

to any decision upon it.

The second ground for claiming that Roux's Bam 

is riparian is one based upon section 24(b) of Act 8 of 1912, 

which is as follows

”24.Nothing in this chapter shall be construed as— 
” (b) preventing any person from doing on his own land
” any act necessary to prevent the erosion thereof;..”

In support of this contention, Mr.Burger 

pointed out that there exist on Roux’s Bam channels which 

are no longer connected with any existing channel of the 

Salt River. According to the evidence, he said, it was 

established that the owner of Salt River’s Poort hai repeatedly 

taken steps to prevent the erosion on his property by closing

. .............................. /53up the



up the main channel of the river which in formed years 

had run Sown from Salt River’s Poort and crossed Roux’s 

Dam* By doing this he had placed the latter property in a 

position where its riparian characteristics were no longer 

clearly apparent< As the lower owner's right to object to 

this closing up of the river channel was taken away from 

him by section 24(b), the closing of the channel Mfould have 

the effect of causing his property to become non-riparian.

Uli the first place it is at least doubtful 

whether the main channel of the river ever crossed Roux’s 

Dam. Mr.Burger used exhibit W.C.R. 17 to show that the 

channel, appearing on it, which was the only continuous 

channel shown on the diagram of Roux's Dam framed in 1870, 

was the branch channel which formed the basis of his first 

contentions I can find no evidence to establish that the 

main channel of the Salt River was a continuous one from 

Salt River’s fïoort to Roux’s Dam at any particular period 

of time. In the second place, the chapter re f erred to in 

the sentence which is the preface to section 24 is Chapter 

III of the Act and this deals with the use of public and 

private water. It has nothing whatsoever to do with 

./54riparian
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riparian land, which falls, for the purpose^of definition, 

under section 2 of the Act. It appears to me that section 

24(b) relates to public water which, instead of being used 

for irrigation, is caught up works which have been construc

ted with the object of preventing erosion. While the sub

section may have the effect of defeating a claim by a lower 

owner that an upper owner is, by means of his erosion works,, 

diverting more water than he is entitled to use, it cannot 

be construed as permitting the upper owner to block up a 

river channel in such a manner that the channel ceases to 

run through to the lower owners' property. For these reasons 

I do not think that there is any substance in this contention.

The second of the two matters which I mentioned 

above is that of the use of water upon Gemsbok’s Randt. 

This property is non-riparian and whether water from the 

Salt River can be used for irrigating if depends upon whether 
*

the first respondent succeeded in proving that, prior to 1906, 

water was diverted on to Gemsbok’s Randt and was used for 

irrigating the veld.

The Water Court found that water from the

old uitfteerdam near the point L had been led down from

Lot B in the direction of Mimosa Lodge by means of a canal, 

and that the water was then allowed to spread ovet the vleis 

on Lot B from which it flound its way down to the homestead. 

It was there diverted from the course it would hmte taken to / 

the west of the homestead by means of a diversion wall which

turned



turned it down onto Gemsbok’s Randt. This wall likewise

diverted water which came down from the point D on plan B 

in the same direction.

This finding was challenged upon appeal, 

firstly because the pleadings had stated that water was 

40 
led down from the uitkeerdam by means of a canal, it was not A 

competent for the Court to dtind that water which had been 

led in this way for part of the distance between the uit

keerdam and Mimosa Lodge, and had then found its way over 

VelX
the fill'd to the vicinity of the homestead, had been led 

on to Gemsbok’s Randt. Mr«Burger further contended that 

the Court had wrongly accepted Jackson*s evidence to estab

lish the fact that water from the uitkeerdgm had rradehed 

Gemsbok’s Randt, when his evidence dealt only with water 

from the point B. The third ground for attacking the 

judgment was that the finding that a contour wall existed 

on Mimosa Lodge in 1906, by means of which water was 

diverted down to Gemsbok’s Randt, was not justified by the 

evidence•

The first of these grounds does not seem to

me to be of any substance. It is true that in the particulars 

given.........../56



given to elucidate the pleadin reconvention the first 

respondent stated that the water was conveyed in a channel 

and no mention is made of its having flowed over the veld* 

The particulars do not, however, state that the channel 

continued right down to Mimosa Lodge homestead and, as the

position was canvassed in evidence, it seems to me any

I fl 
difference ambiguity in particulars which caused them to 

diverge somewhat from the evidence was not material to the 

issue which the Court had to decide.

The evidence of Jackson, was to the effect that

he was born at Hopewell, which belonged to his father, in 

1890* He grew up there and farmed there himself ffom 1913

2/22-29 to 1939* He was a frequent visitor at Mimosa Lodge and

often used the road between the two places both to visit

2 Its there and to rescue stock in times of flood. Prior to 190'^ 

the water from the river left its course near the point D

L and flowed down the Langkuile to Mimosa Lodge. From there
t/u

it would go to Gemsbok’s Randt. Any water which came through th

the Langkuile area would converge near the homestead and then

be turned by a wall, which the de Villiers* had constructed,

...1,^ to the east of the house. He saw this wall in 1900 and it

diverted



diverted water past Mimosa Lodge to wherdver the owner

f wanted to take it. The sloot along it was about 3 feet^tek
< / ?) k£> f

^wide. It wasjváBÍble for 100 yards before it disappeared

into the bush. This evidence was accepted by the Water

Court

B.G. de Villiers, the former owner of

said that, somewhere about 1906 Henry de Villiers, the owner 

of Mimosa Lodge, made a furrow from Mimosa Lodge to Gemsbok’s 

Ranfit. The chalk bank prevented the water from coming 

over towards Gemsbok’s Randt and he made a broad furrow so

as to divert water which passed down in front of his house. 

This was water which caife from La Porte (Lot Bj^over the vlei 

down to Mimosa Lodge. It came out of the Salt River down 

to the old uitkeerdam. This water was diverted by the furrow 

and eventually ran past Mimosa Lodge to Gemsbok’s ffiandt.

The learned Judge in the Water Court said thatz 

upon the balance of evidence, particularly that of Stanley 

Jackson and B.G.de Villiers, it was established that water 

emanating from the oibd uitkeerdam was led to Gemsbok’s Randt 

I for the purpose of irrigating the veld. He had alreadyJ 

said that Jackson’s evidence established the fact that

the............................................ /58
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the contour wall diverted water from the point D onto 

Gemsbok’d Rahdý for the same purpose. Mr.Burger is ^correct 

in his critieism that the learned Judge was wrong in 

stating that Jackson's evidence was in any way related to the 

water which came down from the uitkeerdam. He was, further

more, incorrect in pointing out that the contour,wall which 

Jackson described as existing in 1900, had the effect of 

diverting water which came from the uitkeerdam down to 

Gemsbok’s Randt. It was the evidence of B.G.Be Villiers 

which established this fact and his evidence was to the 

effect that this water was diverted onto Gemsbok’s Randt by 

means of the furrow which Henry de Villiers made for that 

purpose. As, however, B.G-.de Villiers’ evidence was'not 

contradicted, the learned Judge was fully justified in 

accepting it. I am, therefore, of opinion that hn argument 

has been put forward by counsel which would justify me in 

holding that the learned Judge came to a wrong conclusion 

upon the evidence before him.

The learned Judge accepted Jackson’s evidence 

regarding the existence of the contour wall in 1900. I 

have not been convinced that he was wrong in doing so.

The effect......................../59
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The effect of these findings of fact is to establish that 

water was diverted Ctnto Gemebok’s Randt, prior to the coning 

into effect of Act 32 of 1906, for veld irrigation, and 

that the first respondent is entitled to continue so to use 

the water by virtue of section 8(c) of Act 32 of 1906 and 

section 24(c) of Act 8 of 1913«

The Court a quo made two slight alterations in 

the order of the Water Court and the appellants* counsel 

contended that these alterations were of such importance 

that he should be granted some portion/ of the eosts of 

appeal and he applied accordingly. Thas contention was 

rejected by the Court a quo and against that finding the 

appellants have likewise appealed. The Court a quo refused 

the appellants* application and gave its reasons for doing 

so and with those reasons I am in agreement.

During the course of the argument counsel agreed, 

for the sake of clarity, to an alteration of paragraph 4 of 

the Water Court*s order in the following terms:-

(i) The present paragraph 4 becomes paragraph 4(a);

(ii) A further sub-paragraph, i.e. paragraph 4(b) is 

inserted and reads as follows:-

Paragraph . ................/65.
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Paragraphs 3 and 4(a) hereof are not to be construed 

as if they contain any decision on the question 

whether the first and second respondents are entitlec 

to exercise their right/ of aqueduct for the convey

ance of the quantity of water defined in paragraph 1 

hereof by means of one furrow only or by means other 

than a furrow, e.g. a pipeline or pipelines*

An order is made that paragraph 4 of the Water Court’s 

order should be altered accordingly and the appeal should, in 

my opinion, be dismissed with costs.
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RaGA?? C.Ja The facts of the case and the issues raised

In it are set out by i.*y brother Rall * 1 lave fead his Judgment

and find myself in disagreement -dth him only on two points.

The one relates to the proviso cont .ined in paragraph 2 of the 

Order made by the Water Court, the other relates* to par-n.r^yh 9 

of the Order. Ly view on the former of the two pch.ts will not 

recaire a charge in pari- jraph 2 of the Order. Eike my brother 

Hall, T consider that paragraph to be correct, but ■ ,y re- s^is 

for doing so differ from those of the Water Co rt end the I rnv-’ 

1 -cial Division, -hi ch he is adopting. ly c^vH sin- v- c / 

second point will necessitate < n inport ■. t , 3ter^th ^ in I

paragraph 9 of the Order.
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Paragraph 2 of the Order follows on the provision, con

tained in paragraph 1, that the appellants are entitled to the 

use of no more than. 2,000 acre feet of water per calendar year 

pursuant to the servitude agreement of 1932* Tt reads : 

u(2) That the First and Second Respondents” (now the 

Appellants) "ere declared entitled to divert the aforesaid 

water from the Salt River at any point on the property set 

out in paragraph 4 of Annexure 'A' ” (i.e* Lot. B of S<;lt 

River's Póort), "provided that no water may be diverted above 

Point TB1, shown on Annexure ’Bf to the Application, for use 

on the properties set out in paragraphs 11, 12 or 14 of 

Annexure ’A' ” - i.e. on the Remainder of Salt River's Viet, 

on Roux's Kraal b, or on Roux's Kraal a*

Roux's Kraal is also known as Roux's Dam, and in 

further reference to it I shall, following my brother Hall, use 

the latter name.

The reason whjch naterme-yer J *, in the ,7a ter -Court 

judgment, gave for the limitation contained in the proviso, and 

which was adopted by the Provincial Division, is that Salt 

River's Vlei and Roux's Data have been shown by the evidence to be 

non-riparian. This finding could not affect the rights of the 

owners in respect of those properties against the first respond

ent, for his predecessor in title had been a party to the sérv- 

itude agreement. It prevented them, however, from exercising 

rights under the servitude agreement to the prejudice of the 

second and third respondents, who were not bound by the agreement



The learned Judge therefore inserted the proviso tfcat water 

taken for use on the properties which he held to be non-riparian 

should not be taken above the intake of the second and third 

respondents*

He considered the question whether the tost df riparian- 

ism laid down by section 2 of Act 8 of 1912 - ”if through the 

land (held under an original grant or deed of transfer of such 

grant, or certificate of title) or along the boundary thereof 

a public stream flows’* - should be applied in aspect of con

ditions existing (a) at the tine of the grant, or (b) at the 

time vhen the Act became operative (July 1st, 19*12), or (c) at 

the time of the dispute* His conclusion - with which I agree, 

as does my brother Hall - was that it is the time of the dis

pute, that is to say, the time with respect to which the Court 

has to determine the rights in issue between the, parties. For 

the eventuality, however, that a different view night be taken 

by a Court sitting in a.peal on his judgment, lUemeyer J. 

gave a finding on the factual situation at each of the three 

stages he had considered. ”If the date of the grant is the 

critical date,” he s£tid, ”then, in the absence of evidence to 

the contrary, I would hold both properties to be riparian.” His 

reason was that ”on reference to the diagrams attached to the
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’’original grants of kouz’s Dam and Sult River’s Vlei it appears 

that in all probability there were at the date of the grant 

branches of the river cessing both properties*11 For the 

position at the time when the Act came Into force the appell

ants relied mainly on the evidence of one Benjamin de Villiers, 

■I'
of who*, the learned Ju^ge said : ’’Reading his evidence as a 

whole I find it inconclusive as to whether or hot there was 

ever a continuous channel leading on to Rowe’s Dam or Salt 

River’s Vlei.” He summed up his impression by saying * 

111 find myself in a state of uncertainty as to what the posit

ion was in £912* The question would therefore have to be 

determined on the onus of proof. ” And he held - to my 

mind rightly - that the onus rested on the applicants (the 

present respondents), as they were founding their claim for 

the limitation on the assertion that the properties in quest

ion were non-riparian* In other words, he would not have 

imposed the limitation if the critical date had been either 

the time of the grant or the ’/hen the Act came into 

force ; but ”if the date ~hen the question arises is the 

critical date” (as he ruled it to be, and I ha're already said 

that I agree) ’’then I would hold both properties to be non-

riparian because it is clear that to-day there is no
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ini hour's ^re rly-riej v£s to decide
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whether their rights to water from the Balt River have to be 

recognized by a property owner ^dio is not bo ^d by the‘servitude 

agreement, and a ri^ht preserved by section 8(c) of the old Cape 

^ct and section 24(c) of the 1912 ^ct ■ ould, a* for as it goes, 

be no less valid as against such an owner than a. right based on 

« 
r^arianism. 

■i

I prefer,then, to base my concurrence in the; proviso to 

paragraph 2 of the Or^er on another line of reasoning. What is 

clear is that the situation of Roux's Dam, whether it is ripr”ian 

or not, and also of Salt River's Vlei, as ./ell as that of the dew 

at "L” from which the latter property had to take such water as 

it is entitled to under the ’’f^ir share fgretment”, is, in re

lation to the course of the Salt River, lower than that of Salt 

Tver's Poort and also lower than Klein Aar’s intake at poí ^t 

HBH. The ater rights of the lover properties now under discus, - 

ion ere, as I have already said, b^sed o? a purchase of the 

rights of Lot B of *>alt River h Poort in the servitude egrec^nt 

of 1932, to which the owners of Lot C and Klein bar were not 

parties* ;
xxixsx Lot B is in a position to tele out water from the 

river above Lot C and above point nB". To my i^ind, however, 

it does not follow that the lowei* properties, ”Then they hrv$ 

bought Lot L’s fights, my Co the same*

\<e are dealing with the surplus water only* I express 

no opinion as to ’ hat the effect of pn alienation of rights 
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to nom.?»l flow r^ny be. I wish to point out, however, that 

on the point I now discussing it uay be possible to apply 

to normal flow a line of reasoning which is pot applicable 

to supjlus water. formal flow can be the subject of 

apportionment in a manner x‘,Thich the Act dees not contemplate 

latter 
in the case of surplus water and which would in the iattecr 

*

case meet with practical difficulties that u^y well be in

superable.

A riparian owner is ’’entitled So use the surplus wter 

of a stream to which his land is riparian” (section 14 of 

Act 8 of 1912)? but he has no ownership in it, only the 

of it (section 9)5 and he r^st use it 'ithou^ waste tseotion 

18 arc1 section 133'(á))* How if there are three contiguous 

properties lying along the course of the stream, X/Y and Z, 

in that or^er looking down the stream, the effect of the pro- 

ur 
visions I have referred to, and indeed of the /hole scheme 

of the Act with regard to surplus water (in the absence of 

protection), seems to me to be that, while X may take all the 

water it requires for primary axjd secondary nue (tertiary use 

does not enter into our present discussion),, the owner of Y 

has the right to expect to receive al? tie water which is 

not actually used, without waste, op, X. If thav is so, that 

* • - Yt^klf



cannot bo prejudiced by an agreement bet./een the owners of X 

and Z, and the owner of the latter property cannot, by agreement 

with that of the former, use an intake so situated that it ‘«ill 

cause water that can be beneficially used on Y to by-pass this 

faring

There is a stretch of river running along the boundary 

of Lot C below the point "B", but the second and third respond

ents, as owners of Lot C, are satisfied with thp Order in its 

present form, i.e. merely prohibiting the lower owners from ex

tracting water above the point "B", And though Klein Aar is 

itself not riparian, 1 cor sider that, since the second and third 

respondents have established a right to divert water to it from 

the point "B", their 1» take at that point should have the right 

to retain the priority which its position along the stream has 

i 

always given it,

This is my reason for agreeing with the proviso to 

paragraph 2» d

Paragraph 8 of the T/ater Court Order declares the second 

and third respondents 1 property Klein Aar to be non-riparian to 

the Salt River, Then follows paragraph 9, which reads -

"(9) That despite the declaration contained in paragraph 

8 above, the Second and Third Applicants" (non the Second

and Third Respondents) "are declared entitled to divert and
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’’use the water of the Salt River upon .the aforesaid 

property, Klein Aar, for the purpose .of irrigation.”

In the course of the argument I pointed out to Ilr. de 

Villiers that when property abuts on a stream, its order 

of priority in the diversion of water from the stream is 

determined naturally by its situation, but that non-riparian 

property may well be so situated - as, indeed, Klein Aar is 

in the present case - that this test cannot be satisfactorily

Y*ouX
applied to it. Such property may lie next to a rwo of 

riparian farms while itself having no place in the row. I 

asked hr. de Villiers what priority he claimed for Klein 

Aar, and whether the Order, as formulated by the V/^ter Court, 

^ould not alien; the owners of Klein ^ar to divert water from 

the Salt River at any point, even above Lot B, if they could 

gain access to that point by the purchase of ground or by 

the acquisition of the necessary servitudes. To meet this 

query, hr. de Villiers expressed his willingness to sub

stitute for the original paragraph 9 a new v/ording which, 

he said, gave effect to ell that his clients claimed. In 

this new form paragraph 9 would read •

”(9) That despite the declaration contained in 

paragraph 8 hereof, the Second and Third Applicants as 

owners of the said property Klein Aar arc declared entitled 

to use on the said property Klein Aar, for the purpose of
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’’irrigation, water of the Salt Hiver abstracted fron 

the river on the property set out in paragraph 9 of 

Annexure rAr” (i.e. Lot C), "It is further declared 

that tiie continued existence of such right of user is 

dependent upon retention by Second and Third Applicants, 

as owners of the said property Klein ^r, of rightá of 

access to the river over the property set out in 

paragraph 9 hereof, by virtue of ownership or servit- 

udinal or similar rights over the last-mentioned pro

perty, ” '*

In this form the Order, while putting a limitation on 

the extent of river frontage from which whter may be divert

ed for use on Klein Aar, places no limit, except the pro

hibition of waste imposed by law, on the quantity of water 
'I 

that may be withdrawn* It leaves the second and third 

respondents free not only to maintain the intake at ”3”, 

the capacity of which their father increased in 193$ by 

building a weir in the river, in its present state and to 

keep the new intake which he established at the same time 

at the poirt ”0”, but also to enlarge both intakes and 

establish fresh ones along the length of the river co irse 

abutted on by Lot C, i.e* anywhere between the points "h” 

and ”D”.

Since the appellants admitted in their pleadings that at 

the commencement Of Act 32 of 19$6 (Cape) the predecessors 

in title of the second and third respondents were entitled
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private water, with which he could do as he liked.

Then came the 19$6 Act, sections 7,3 and 9 of which

read as follows

” 7* Subject to the existing rights Qf others,

every riparian proprietor is entitled to use the water 

of an intermittent stream flowing on to.or over his 

property by diverting it on to his riparian land for 

the irrigation thereof ; and he shallj moreover, be 

entitled to impound and store such vp ter Cor the said 

purpose and for domestic, agricultural, manufacturing 

and drinking purposes • provided, however, that if at 

any time, any riparian proprietor along a stream shall 

consider that an upper riparian proprietor is impound

ing or storing a greater quantity of the 'Tster of such 

stream than he co^ld reasonably be expected to use for 

the purposes stated, it shall be competent for such 

first-mentioned proprietor to apply to the ’Vater Court 

for an order declaring the quantity of water which, in 

the opinion of such Court, such upper p/e^rietor re*?* 

quires to impound and store for the said- purposes : 

and, thereafter, such upper prop?'ietor shall not be 

entitled to impound or store any greater quantity of 

water than that authorised by such order.

” 8. Nothing in the preceding section shall *

(a) Compel any person who, previous to the 

passing of this Act, has constructed or had 

in course of construction works for the use

ful employment of the wt ter of any intermitt

ent stream, to al- ow to flor? dov.n past his 

works water which he could beneficially uso 

by means of and for the purposes of his w^rk, 

and which he was entitled so to use ;
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(b) Prevent any person from doin| anything 

necessary to prevent the erosion of land ;

(c) Prevent any person who, prior to the com

mencement of this Act, has used and was 

entitled to use the water of an in .erinit bent 

stream for irrigating a non-riparian property; 

from continuing such use.

Anji any special regulations drafted hereafter 

under the preceding section shall not interfere with 

the enjoyment of the exemptions in this sed'tion 
if 

mentioned* *

M 9* The Water Court shall be entitled to grant 

permits, subject to regulations and the provisions of 

this Act, for the use, on non-riparian land, of the 

surplus water of an intermittent stream after the re

quirements provided for in the seventh and eighth sect-r 

ions have been satisfied on the riparian la$d ; and 

every person to ^hom a permit has been granted shall be 

entitled to use such via ter to the extent and subject to 

the conditions stated in the permit ; and no person 

shall interfere with the use of such water as authorised 

by such permit* 11

Section 7 mentions only a riparian proprietor as the 

one entitled to use the water ; he may divert it on to his 

riparian land for the irrigation thereof. Ke - the ripar

ian proprietor - may impound and store w iter lor a number 

of purposes, subject to the right of any lower rimrian 

proprietor to object if he stores mo?e than he cov.ld

reasonably be expected to use for those purposes.
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These rights of the. riparian owner are subject to the 

existing rights of others.

Obviously the term "existing rights^ hefe cannot mean 

the common law right of appropriating the water, for that 

would make the section nugatory and le^ve the common law un

changed. It can on^y refer to particular rights, e.g. rights 

enjoyed by servitude or agreement, such as - in the case 

before us - the rights of owners of portions of Salt Biver’s 

Vlei, whether or not the farm was rtperia^ under the "fair 

share agreement” of I89I.

Section 8(a) ensured that a ?erson should have and 

retain the ful3 benefit of works which he had constructed, or 

lad had in course of construction, before the passing of the 

Act, for the useful employment of water from the stream. The 

wording of this sub-section clearly limits the right of taking 

’rater to the capacity of the works constructed or. in course 

of construction.

Let us now consider the wording of 8(c).

Lr. duller submitted that the word "such” in the 

filial phrase "continuing such use” should be rei d as r* 'erring 

to the earlier words "irrigating a non-riperisn property”, and 

therefore as indicating no further restriction on the use of 

the water that it should be for the irrigation of that 
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property. I find it more natural, however, to read the words 

"continuing such use”, which go together, as referring back to 

the words ’’has used and was entitled to use", i.e. that the 

person concerned may continue the ns0.which he^has made and 

was entitled, to make. On this reading he wow^d be limited to 

such use as he bad actually made, and had been entitled to ake 

(e.g. under a servitude giving him limited rights), prior to 

the commencement of the Act. If that hed not been intended, 

it would have been much more apt to say "from, irrigating such 

property" instead of "continuing such use"..

This reading has the merit of bringing paragraph (c) 

of section 8 into line with paragraph (a) by having a limitat

ion which, in principle, is similar in both cases. 
11

V/a termeye r J. said * "It is difficult to see how 

the water of an intermittent stream could be used for the 

purpose of irrigating* without the construction of some sort 

of v/ork or works to divert the water. Ifow if sub-section (c) 

was intended to preserve merely the r4^ht to use that •q’xs^tity 

of water which was in ÍÊct diverted prior to. 1906 there would 

have been no need at all for' the sub-section, because that 

right was already preserved by sub-section (a). This indicated 
I 

that it was the intention of the legislature to*preserve a 

wider right under sub-section (c), for otherwise sub-section 

(a) was tautologous."
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works of a more or less permanent nature - works that had 

to be "constructed" j and which xrould remain so that the pro

vision could be applied that the owner could not be compelled 

to allow water which he could use beneficially "by means of 

and for the purpose of his work" to flow down "past his works". 

A man might have been irrigating non-riparian' land with regard 

to which there night at least be considerable,doubt as to 

whether it would fit into this picture. He might froi time 

to time have been diverting water by such haphazard and temp

orary methods as throwing up a sand weir or putting some stones 

Or tree-stunps or sandbags in the river bed, or the primary 

purpose of such \orks as he had might have been to divert 

water on to riparian land of bis abutting or, the stream, but 

he uijnt have been taking so^e of that water across ths bound

ary on to nor-riparian land. A very com an case mi^ht be 

that of the man who has a servitude right to draw water from 

a riparian neighbour's dam or furrow -hich itself is fed from 

the stream. This man would have no works in the bed or on 

a bank of the rivet at all - so hen; can one ap^ ly a provision 

rhJch says that he cannot be compelled to allow water "to flow 

dtiwn past his ^orks" ? Or again, a man who owns a strip of 

land abutting on the stream and also, adjoining that land, a 

non-riparian farm, may v/ell have been using water on the latter
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farm without having ahy works in the stream, by having 

furrows. or contour walls that lead overspill water on to 

that fam. If, after the passing of the 1906 Act, and sub

sequently of the 191? Act, a lower owner objected because 

that water, if not used on the riparian strip, should Mve 

been left to find its way back to the stream by natural 

draining, the upper owner would be protected by sub-sec bion 

(c) of section 8 of the 19 06 Act and sub-sedtion (c) of the 

corresponding section 24 of the .1912 Act, but not by sub

section (a) of either section.

X» Í have given a few examples that strike me. There 

may be more, but these are surely sufficient' to show that 

sub-section (c), read as I read it, is by no means unnecess

ary or tautologous.

In cases like the one before us, here an owner of 

both a riparian strip and non-riparian lend adjoining it 

diverts water on to the non-riparian lend by, means of works 

in the stream, there ^ould be overlapping between sub-sect

ions (a) and (c) on either construction of the latter sub

section, mine or the Water Court’s ; but on my construction 

there would be the logical position that the result is the 

same whichever section is invoked, whereas the other con
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struction would result in the anomaly that the situation 

would he governed by two statutory provisions, one of which 

contains a limitation and the other not.

Watermeyer J> posed the question - "What would be

XIII ~ '1^- the position if prior to the 21st August a person had usqd 

varying quantities of water ? Would he have the right to 

continue using the maximum, or the minimum, or the average 

quantity of water which he had used prior to 1906 ? This 

is a practical difficulty involved in IJr. Wessels * interpret 

tat ion. 11

1
The practical difficulty seems to me to be nogreater 

( 

than that which may be involved in the application of sub-sec

tion (a). We are not dealing with a static volume of water 

- so many gallons or so many acre-feet - but with a flow. 

We look to the manner in which the man has been using wate$, 

and say he may continue ’’such use”, i.e. to use it in that 

manner - which in its practical application, to give effect 

to the object of the limitation in a reasonable way, would not 

mean that there may be no change whatever, but no change th^t 

would prejudice other users of the water. And let us take the 

case, which is also clearly covered by the sub-section, where 

the man who uses the water on non-riparian land is receiving 

it under a servitude from an adjoining riparian owner giving
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ain circumstances be equated with ri^Lrian property, why is 

this right conferred only on riparian proprietors ?

Section 9 empowers a Water Court to grant permits for 

the use of the surplus water of an intermittent stream on 

non-rinarian land "after the requirements provided for in the 

seventh and eight sections have been satisfied on the, riparian 

land". In his judgment in the Provincial Division Ogilvie 

Thompson J* says, apropos of the words I huve quoted * 

” Xow Section 8 includes no mention of riparian land eo 

nomine and, indeed, it is only sub-section (a) that could em

brace riparian land at all# But the rtjht to use the water 

of an intermittent stream for irrigating non-riparian proierty 

which is specifically preserved by Section 8(c) was conditioned A 

by pHTmit and was manifestly intended to be preferential to 

the ’permit right1 for non-riparian land dealt with in Section 

9» These circumstances,together with the use of the words 

‘riparian land1 in the above-quoted portion of Section 9, go to 

show, in my opinion, that, once the requirements of sub-section 

8(c) are fulfilled, the no ^-riparian land mentioned in that sub

section is intended to be equated with riparian land. ”

Both sub-sections (a) and (b) of section 8 deal 

with conditions which ^ould usually occur on rip-tian land, and 
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struction would result in the anomaly that the situation 

would be governed by two statutory provisions, one of which 

contains a limitation and the other not#
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a in circumstances be equated with ri^rian property, why is 

this right conferred only on riparian proprietors ?

Section 9 empowers a T/ater Court to grant permits for 

the use of the surplus water of an intermittent stream on 

nón-riparian land ’’after the requi rextents provided for in the 

seventh and eight sections have been satisfied on the ripari an 

land". In his judgment in the Provincial Division Ogilvie 

Thompson J* says, apropos of the words I h^ve 'quoted • 

” How Section 8 includes no mention of riparian land e£ 

nomine and, indeed, it is only sub-section (a) that could em

brace riparian land at all* But the ri^ht to use the water 

of an intermittent stream for irrigating non-riparian property
Yu>tr

which is specifically preserved by Section 8(c) was conditioned 
A

by permit and was manifestly intended to be preferential to; 

the ’permit right’ for non-riparian land dealt with in Section 

9* These circumstances,together with the use of the words 

’riparian land1 in the above-quf ted portion of Section 9? go to 

show, in my opinion, that, once the requirements of sub-section 

3(c) are fulfilled, the nc^-ripwrian land mentioned in that sxb 

section is intended to ba equated ^ith riparian land, "

Both sub-sections (a) and (b) of section S deal 

with conditions which would usually occur on riparian land, and
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T there no to, mention land 30 nAnúue» I h ve

snia t\:t the ’’vorLi” e^visa^ed ir snu-seotio- (*) ^re 
*

■0^^ Ln toe h$d >? on the banR ef’ iá e stream, ’;hich sa as

ivt Z '. - hr on ríj-r’iui 1- ^', though I e.ji conceding

thx t iaeídanc? 2 j / : orkj <^7 be IacI-vcc •;'ich nfvert v for 

cojv.y^ce ^cro’s »v ri^er^"- co n^n-'riparlco land» uub-

>-llo/- 
se i^n 8(0)' - a^ain 'sh^d it mebe re.,a t,c ir±:b^

'I
inc use on. no^-ri^eri^a I'd?/ -• rovld defi .iú^y call for 

fp^lxentlon ^a3 t(r on riy^i*^ "a^dr for t’’ t is : here the 

"-dr of a stn-r' is Modly employed, ; nd the sub-secti :n:

:v-/sheC co ierinit “h>> nso cf ; .ore T^tor tiAn •• •á ro^rired for 

*w
0 Jex’icirl if ■•‘lotion i" th<x vs oeces^ry to prv*vt 

sroslvn.

The ty .vof sections 7 8 in sechi^' 9 is

eerily c'vlrined by h-o ?jct th- th^/.e re the sections of 

vhe **ct setvinj ovt rights t; v t^r of 1 \tc it .stress ♦

Ihe ...■.!? 'v, iC-c.'-T, '.hici prin .vte< itseh ? to

pJV- ■■ >’ find 'hys. i f €«^9/,

h ./•*.• 0on«truetlor of s^eti^ > X? tiRv i o phrisre non 

tI 
ri; art’ > T ■■<”', in the co h. ./ i,?b it c vicars? so^us, 

♦
to .e^slude - ri at .for noo-rix*lnrr \ nd preserved

under secVo- 2(c) fr^ * eo/^i eratior './hen the •.i.r.rc- i^

to 71“ nt r pvrhit Wi? seed n % and yet - her- T ccrt.-^aJy 
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agree with the learned Judge - that right ”w^s nanifsstly 

intended to be preferential to the ’permit rijat1 for non^ripar- 

ian land dealt with in section 9”. I shall try to show later 
p 

that even on the wording of section 9 by itself the difficulty 

nay, in My opinion? be ^resolved without the drastic remedy of 

reading the word "riparian” as including a meaning which i$ the 

exact opposite of what it says - a liberty which iL Court 
* 11 

surely cannot take with ? statute unless it is driven in dheer 

desperation to do sot however, since I find what to me appears 

to be a very definite clue on this poi^t In the regulations;, I 

k 
ray well deal with them first.

t7e must bear in mind that under section 116 of the Apt 

the regulations while in force had effect ”as if enacted in this 

Act”. We therefore have to give the regulations the same 

force as the provisions of the Act itself ; we,must alia? 

the one to throw light on the other, a-d to amplify as well us 

clarify the other.

Parliamentary Reflations to ^t 32 of 19^6 were promulgated

by Proclamation ho. 362 of 1908. The regulations relev.nt tb 

to 
the granting of permits under section 9 ire do<. 11? xnd 120*

I (xuote hos. 127 end 118 and the material portion of 119 :

117* The requirements of all riparian lands must 

first be fully considered before any va ter shall be
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’ÁnC the probable -'ith

t’ Ose Obt< ÍP7.n ' O" f'hp rií— ’-i - 

ot^r ’it f’-t/r, - or *ict ;

J'lch in v-.q' jv/ , ent or Cc^rt 

on;ht tn ha trren I: U co A>r V m -*n 

ardor to 'rrive t . ,'’^r ' ^.t *on

the» frets o: ■ .--Htc-r.i? case

U V1 or COÓS X'1 £ "rAi^

119» ~ -íOter Court after having fíxêd áefi ed

the <ac2iUtr °- ’>ater tfeiob ^ho>,L- be idTcwec1 to 

it ’■’ ■ rec <-nt 3. qo fui” ï‘íí a x‘ Xv-.. x .36;,tS 01 t.|fe
^L^-,4 1^ rjAUrtu ~ 2 cf

th* ^ct c; ;; ?Gruit /or

use va íAhi-4. 4~t<x ’x suípl^r ^vter .Gf
an i . 't

(:; ..■aí (■-) of w:U ■< * “Vó -?e here 6^ . ? . k1 .
■'i-- . . tJUAx ■ 1

^e.ly co^tá^eé. t< t lláhJ.g t, 110red

upCer sub-sectlr'ri (c) aí --■'<'J- n tb» t y nor*-riparían 

i“lk'nt»s •••í6ïit'Laoed ' -t r ± ^+ts cf * ^iich xU.J.2 pro*~

71^13n lúUst be ^c.de» 7i£-; X ’-’'f^e «.’.ready

piGSStd uh^t sub~£or n ■ AS < ' ■ cú « salr,’./, If ot

solely, uso’ o.c .- tar >7'- r'- 1 " v" > ^xrc^ore tna
J

x^fyrGý ce G3 30cti: r' X'' ’**'' ,JK* i> r re* ú'roti©"' ts 

^rcviCed for in secL^ >r bA£n

"i "d ©n the ripr rin occurr^ - $á by
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■^ree . i-h the d - that ri >t "’zos nunlfd tly

Lát<nded to be prefcred-h 1 to ’perj t’ rl h.t1 for non-ria'”1” 

iau land de^-lt rí th ?1- section 9fl. I Fh^ll try to sho^ later 

that even or seethe b V? itecLT the <I1A lei? ty

rxy, in t.y ojialon^ be revived ait^out thê drastic remedy of 

the -/o*^ "rl^rV*ir ind On^ ? an> ^hK- i^ do 

aract oite of dd it 5.. ; a - " liberty hick itCoi, t 

svrd; ?aT'ot rde - ; V ’ statute ua'U^ I"; ‘ : driven Ir dear 

td . to ^0 ^o. ■ OuGver, d-nre 1 fid ’kt to hs jpco.p^

to be very dsflv’d d^c thd /01 c - - ..rz^y <t-í 1 

rell d ; .1 1.f tn d drst, 
I 

he isuet d’r V-. dad under section X’ó o,' 'h? Act

:ne r^u’alions "die la ?orce d 3 effect '^.a if evotec in this 

*ict”. he therefore havv to -jive th^ re^ndttons the re.^e 

I'orce as tan ^ro’tsï’. d the itdlf ? -e al7ó’-

the one tc throv iVt the ot^cr, ■ .o *z dt -s

clarify t e otb?r*

^ariirdc^tary d\?->d?na to t 32 d td

by rrocln; .tion '0. j€d of l"d8* I’he r^Zddns re1'? rt to 

to 
the *ra -'t#i'2’ —' d'nit.? '^X:” 1'7 rod

- d^tes dos» I-1? '1 Í 8 ..r-d /yé- . at^rld --oddni of • 

11?. ?he re701regents 0/.«11 pierid Innas xcust 

first be fully considered before. _^y ’ \ t:£r shall be



hv'fh' the esc óf n ner^

re^v:-C ^ry be divided ÍTto i- '

C„; ^-- —< h r ^nts *or the 7. *ctuaV< ir ip-

* teá ; ’■ of the opplicatlcn, 

(a) The ra^ulr<meot<. for l^rj /hiqh reac- 

az-pocaed to be biv-ijit unr^r irrigation 

thar^e^^ •

(c) Requirement? for other purposes in £ceor<U o< 
A/vvd- CU

1 1 if ^Chians 7 a xd 8^^/3f the ^Cv;»

ÍI8- fht? re<dements of non-rl^rl:^ for 

tbp jvil exercise 'i-x’ cnj^y^ot riThis llo.'ed u?yh? 

beetle txc) o-‘ the net nust br= b£?y rrovih 1 for,

In ft, la* had <uf'iv<Ai^ ■ ■■’ t ^u^Vty of ■ ter 

the sever 1 ro\‘tr^ients 0" Cl>it (rj v.^ (b) of: 

h^gúlocr ’G 1’7 , the 7’ too Cc >rt sh^l? Gj.f^r

-

i.'ve ref'rd to t'..c s- techor ;e e.^ duration of 

fjw in *%e ítrba^

-.ïhre of thro > -he /íre.r

"7 * •

The front? 0" eaoh riparian property, 

4hï t-hal c^tei t of '’.end ~ ad f e extent o£ 

’r^t^ hl©* land telon^ir- to ^r.’.ouS cr^cr*, 

ri - ’r? o-on-Rripr. rtfth.

■ The <7 ’^'-■• ■'e th. ^rt-'r h' r -t? 1 h ve

to " cd befor\ re?iehi'.f ïh^ trd or

?/^ of th^ re':^V6 orders 

tr>^rrr sted *-tr. vtsex of the v-' ter, 

f;i’T: 0’ 'l ;zv t4 0*» ^h. vaV. r^i ’’'.-(.h?1

^j'r \y Of c^e V e}.r: -5h or crops

[■-a nf:>, ^rrtjrte'’ •

Also ? A '■ 1 Vdo^.? rvrr .htch ' '&têr -.- 'm h* 

iit '1 ir,! ’> h vl or ■■



"robablc rcbirt5 eosi^rcd 'ith 

t’ úbt^-trt^ ■ "'bf' ri 1 -rd ,

a^y oth^»’ /s. or foct;5

dv’ch in .' g iv/ 9 ent 01 . \ Coort

ou.;ht tn be V .m 1? tó co "?4 \»r *r >n " 

order to arrive ,t ... fa&r Nation 

?f the frets oí /.rrtiauVír caáe 7wn

u^cr coost’\r? 'X^.»

119* Ldter Court after Laving ri;:ód and aeri, xd

the quantity of :/ater \h lot -ho> 1.’■■ be :.o„<r to 

i^êt * /reoc\t re<x-« ^ento cf :’.e

xipo .^,.u’i ’K. rui vi rec co used Too 7 * t " ' ox 

the *>ct i.j.cy ^.pj,xxt£>ui'.i* gjr.Oiú ■■ ‘^orxi.xb j.or bi.? 

use ca no/i-rlpuit^n lanc o^ ’-he surplus ter cf 

ar 1 ■V2<.4 .. *.................. ..

Iti : .3 J * —j . t; x ; ct t?xt

(33/ . - (—’) j „<■ l„... i-- tj e **0 m -~re e :-e..x ..-ú<^g nlj

tx^ re 0;' lar^s ’.^ve to be

Jnhly cor.jtdcz^d 177(c)), t7 t rights f.ll-O’ced
ii

oncer sub-sectl^n (c) of ^?c.;L:n 8 - pe tt---i ' 4 y noj*-ri;.t,rïan

riches .aentlo^d ~s for h.c i < ente of \Lich fulJ pro-

/lolon r^ut be .r<e. rc Jir;^ vlc;; I '^c ê/ c;:-

pxuSscQ oub-cer t* ^ns (i/ \t< (j) co qr j'-’^ isir ./í i' rot 

solely, usc’^1 - ’er nr r\ r’’- í ?. .*■■■, > d x. ^xreiox'e the 
1

refiie/ne «o sccri. ? Z 1,-: h-s phx_.se ^af^r xe^ * rouents

prcYlfed ‘or in /rc elj. ,th sccbh'x vvc been s: tls-

-? ■’.. ^io\ oecorH 'h th sect' '?r 9, iá by irc^hf

phx_.se


• ’ • * «ri ■< r t 3' i od ’ - f t 'C 4 eno i n< 'i + 10^ .>M' '1 t . * - --i-- .... r ,Hu ‘U “* w *SU u,dt>-

; t- in^ I ,

(i) f..t t.^ <4. tf - r'^ ^y ú© nOt

on 8(c) 9i e tet - 

very de-.£iEÍ't€ vzcti.'n oetveen thcfe,

(b) the ilW1'/13 thr ^cn K; -J ‘h'

in the ct>ee O’’ ri-'rltil v-’e rt-JOi cc--t ■ f

•rr!—,-. a ’..xiC” OÍ iirrt^tivi »o ï/e fuV ret;'1' 

oí the U J.> tut C'“t >’o z e.-'^.'. Into «

constdtratlc* °' - -hts served íor X»/»

unícr if 8(o).

Zn V7. ue.^^ nf t” .e ts is

expressly l£--át^ is.nu^. 1£ l^galatlcn 1X8 the

r^c <ilm*eAtí ■>£ rc--rl; ’ . C'^rs V r^sixct rights rej^v^ 

uafter ís^ctlor 8(c) xx first of of

before the rs^u ..^uica/ returns to el^aseE íb) of

ti'O*i 1 -7> ’jïiich -tp x.y y to rzï.f -^Ke 

to conrf^; rX -’■ f-i c^t.iAcd ;>rvtic-
h

'Jlars t' .st fcl'Ou í- ^ .sly th£ 1 V. -d ia

r speet cf :hi^; :cnit is '-■^ rof rtute

to rights ru'^vcd vr<W 3ectior 3(c)* These v^ticufe n$ t-



eons ideation* to \ ~ i f v. t ‘■; '■■^ch =xa ui esti/iatinJ

rcqu’r^.ients 9f 7 W5 if ^-ri^irúc ”*

^"v \ 1 ■ r S(jc) 6 o?i C. ■ > ,■ £ ^tlOvK’

j,Cv.. $G), .7a1c\ j te e; cl.’Csd

tacse corsir^tic^ ?

V IO. :0 n> X 1 i K th. t í>-. ,^.n.its ■ e~' bf

.’artea "subject u the of this -Ot"’

.wve -ie-.lt -1th r_ ,. ^ ns< ;jie- e^ifer »t.< >ío-

vis; b ?r t ts
5 ■ fr tu -t Via rlJ^3 to a rU -*i^..

prcyri-Sir %r s-et*.^ ? (lsO-ect to existing ri^ts. of 

other;" th- ..^.^ Qf • nC tfc<.- swtifo

8 reserve'' cítí^í ï n0* ^7

3eCv,L^ 7* Ta c$ r_. t rkJ °1' Lc3S

s-ïíi’txx? \bA -H q -.* n v co* x*t u/*** - 4,^ JÍ'j i ' - ;7^ > **

■>
cc re'<T tc 1-}.^ ,n Sl-c‘ic> 9. z.^r'" '■■e! X> e'-O tiip

wide r-1 rí5htv 01- 9 rV.x.- a f

f-:re.icc ->S .lCeorH^’ to f ^tter

uccti a At i ,r . -; tcr eq- rt -^t pruc? id-

in^ It exerci-t its diíer^t*cr’ "* ' ?eru^^ x^-ts

by st; - j ; eí^<3 > ‘ ..^h it a:. pe^-

?~r <- Its
*

use or rl.-.i'^ if-.H. Aat the sect!- ;* '-' ^1-0 cieïr
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°* or rights,

ce abcrr
e /Vt;

},t preference to say tu also
.r t preserved

3 ‘ 
for non-*^

* n seot’ ^n 3(c), x
ne 1st! j ri Ats“,

.viy uMel’ £(-) rd (l’), ^v..*. , ■ , . - , , 4or poss^'' ■ ’ he Lr •■• ,icd, hut *n-

c^'.ne -■•’ Q ■ , ;friiSime : .t,oá

co-.str-1’' - 8 ~t“'--t'-j We r-' i- 3 fA tc •>_;. , u iis

p polite S6;*;?-’ ■ i' r.o*.

yor **leln ^r’a ri^ht to co itinued vue có' ’.eVr dr • r,

f^on th-- tht second und thir" res■.cndohta h've to >'ly

_ ^r> -n ^,k<c^ 3 of 1912 well j£ op Leetí^ S(c> of
vj i U^*. '1

tl,e 1: :5 S1--1' rl Jr;, i? X - e'deteren in i;i< -ai^r

'í1pr.;s7rv£"-4 ;-F0VÍ«^n of the í-v Ur ^ct, hr t yecr to U

sí.r^ .4 fo- 4 r ccrre—ondi^ prdvisiv’ h - l^tey ~c

i*heZ -'° i-7 '1'■/>--4 \í ” V » í. xe e*nl '>-■•■1: of 

sectr^ 24 of the ^ct t o/ 3 of the 1:^

xjx: ?i-nl or' íl>b-s?ccU'n (c), nfrc ce ° ' 

be-e c, 1í '..e'Uter ..rt, "fro ■■- rS

fhe <’../ n.je Coes : ot c-^r to /e to the me-- *&£ of th^ eT^ "t-

ï^e ■?r-s$htsv * n p thy ? jhr^^3 "such use*1

^O/ewhat Jnopt bec-'^M^ the ^nrú uu^en h/d ! '' " P^t of

the iL„ ct occur ref 2s y v?i% not ts 1 nrrn., l^rcfoxe
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The significant fl point about these provisions is that, under 

a 
section 15» it is only/riparian owner who say apply for protection,

o*'and, under section 16, it is only on riparian wners that an applicant 

for protection need serve a notice calling on them to declare whether 

they themselves propose to construct storage or diversion works*

Existing works need not be declared - ride Wagenaar and

Another v du Plessis* 1951 A.D« 35* Such works, said Wessels J»A»» at 
«

page 99» “will be visible and the notice of the Court should be directed 

naturally
"tp these works**......... The Court will then ÉmfcmrmKtKDcdty take

* these works into consideration in determining what water can be im- 

«pounded and diverted** These remarks were obviously based on the 

fact that the works referred to were static and that their capacity for 

taking water from the stream could not be increased at the whim of 

their owner* If the owner wished to do so, he had, within six weeks of 

the receipt of the notice, to declare what he proposed to do» From the 

fact, then, that in respect of a non-riparian owner there was no provision 

for an application for protection and no requirement that he should be 

served with a notice to declare, I must conclude, not only that the 

legislature thou^it of any right he might have to take water from the 

stream as being static - any diversion works connected with that right 

would be visible and the notice of the Court could be directed to them - 

but also that it could not have thought of his being entitled to increase 

the flow, except on an application under section 25»



For the reasons I have given I have come to the conclusion that 

the right preserved, first by section fl(o) of the 1906 Act and then by 

section 24(c) of the 1912 Act, for the use of water on non-riparian land 

is the right to continue such use as was exercised, and the owner concern

ed was entitled to exercise, before, and does not include the right to 

change such use to the prejudice of any other party entitled to water*

, 1
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<
*

IZy brother Hall refers in his judgment to an enunciation 

of the opposite view in Ha 11 on 17ater Rights* page 83. He^ says 

that, when he wrote that passage in 1931» it represented the 

existing practice, rhich has been conti?fued on the exempted 

properties, and that, on a different decision now, the clock 

will have to be put back fifty years, it will be ^ifficuJt to 

establish what quantity of water was used prior to 1906, and 

the present owners of some of these properties may be faced 

with ruin*

We have no evidence before us as to -what the practice 

has been- If my brother Hall Ts statement is correct, I should 

regret to learn that people nay be faced with ruin, but that 

will not entitle me to interpret the law otherwise than as X 

see it* On the construction of the enactments in question 

my reasoning, which I have set out at lengthy can lead me to 

only one conclusion. hhile, as the point h-s been submitted 

to me, it is my duty to express a conclusion which T see so 

clearly whatever its practical effect may be, I must say that 

to me the other view seems to be one that can well lead to 

greater inequities than the one T am taking. It would mean 

that for an indefinite time in the future a man who used sup

on noi-ripartan propertyplus water, however small the quantity,
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be tore 1906 in the Cape Province, or before 1912 in the 

Provinces which had no earlier legislation dealing with the 

matter, has the right to increase the flow he draws from 

the river to the full requirements of that property, cutting 

off the supply of lower riparian properties which have to i

rely on the stream and the grants of which were probably 

based on their abutment bn the stream. In the actual 

case before us it was sMch action by the owner of non- 

rinarian that was the fons et origo _ of the trouble. It 
/1

is a view, moreover, that can in certain cases give rise

to awkward legal anomalies» I have already touched on the 

difficulty of ascertaining the priority which non-ripapian 

land should enjoy. I have referred to another type off cas§ 

which I may illustrate by supposing that owner A of npn- 

riparian property h-d before 19^6 a servitude right to draw 

a li 'ited supply of water, saý whatever escaped through a
(I

small sluice-gate, from an Intermittent river on the ad- 
.1

joining riparian property of owner B. Is A's property now 

to be regarded os bavinM ful) riparian rights, 30 that, if 

at any time now or in the future its owner can connect it 

with access to the river anywhere, e.g. by buying a riparian 

strip above B1s property, be can abstract nr- ter for its 

full requirements, to the prejudice of £ and all lover
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owners ? Or let us take the case of a man who in 1906 owned 

a small sub-division of an extensive grant of non-riparian 

property, and then, by servitude or through his ownership of 

contiguous riparian land, drew water from the river to Irrigate 

his little plot* What is now to be regarded* as having by the 

legislation of 1906 and 1912 been placed on the same basis as 

riparian land, the whole grant or only the small sub-division ? 

If the former, the result would be ridiculous, giving riparian 

rights to people who had never taken water from the stream ; 

if the latter, it would introduce a principle foreign to our 

law, which regards grants as the units for determining
$ 

riparianism.

On my decision paragraph 9 of the Water Court 

St 
Order will have to be worded as to limit the right of 

n 

the second and third respondents (second and third applicants
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in the Water Court) to use water of the Salt River on Klein 

Aar in a manner which will prevent then from making a greater 

inroad on the flov of water to the appellants than was Lie de by 

the use on Klein Aar before 21st August, 19C6,' when the l$06 

Act came into force, or than they may be entitled to by pre

scription (which they pleaded as an alternative basis for their 

right, but on hich the hater Court, o 'Ing to its view of the 

1906 and 1912 Acts, gave no decision)*

Tn the pleadings the appellants gave the measurements of 

intake which, they alleged, existed at po: nt nB” before the

I9O6 Act cane into force, but on this issue also we have no 

finding by the Water Court» The only course ÚI therefore see 

open to myself at present is to state the legal limitation I 

have indicated and to leave the practical method of giving 

effect to the right thus limited to be determined by agreement 

between the parties, or by a reference back to the Water Qourt 

if they fail to agree.

I would therefore formulate paragraph 9 of the

Order as follows «-

(9)(i)* That despite the deci ration contained In 

paragraph 8 above, the Second and Third Applicants 

are entitled to divert and use the vzater of the Salt 

River upon the aforesaid property, Klein Aar, for the 

purpose of irrigation, provided that, subject to any 

prescriptive right which the Second and Third Afl>lic«v-k 
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may ostnblish, they do not for such, diversion and 

use abstract a greater flor of rater from the 

river, or abstract the v/ater at a point or in a 

mun^ er more prejudicial to the First and Second 

Respondents, than was done for the maximum use 

wade of s rch water on Klein x^ar before August 21st, 

1906.

(ii) Failing agreement between the parties con

cerned as to the method by which the abstraction 

maý tr.he place so as to ^ivc effect to this Order, 

the matter is referred back to the Vater Court for 

a determination of the method of abstraction and 

a decision on any issues necessary to enable the 

Court to mske such determination, ad well as on the 

costs involved, and any of the parties coicerned 

may, on notice to the other parties, set the matter 

down in ïhe Water Court for such determination.

There remains the wiestion how this variation of the 

Order should affect the costs. The Water Court carefully 

made separate allocations of the costs on the vari ous 

issues raised in the application and in the counterclaim. 

The point affected by my alteration res raised in the 

counterclaim filed by the appellants, in which they dis

puted not orly the right of the second and third respond

ents (second and third applicants iw the '7«ter Court) to 

taeir 
h±x use of water on Klein Aar, but also that of the first 

respondent (first applicant in the Water Co .rt) to hi? use 
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of water on Gemsboks Randt. The Water Court decided against 

the appellants on the disputed issues relating to Gemsboks 

Randt, and I agree, with my brother Hall that we cannot 

interfere with that decision. This means that the appeal 

on the counterclaim, as far as it affects the first rp- 

spondent, is dismissed, whereas I am allowing it to 

succeed as against the second and third respondents.

The appellants filed their conhterclaim at a late 

stage, and had to make a special application for the pur

pose. The Water Court rightly ordered them to pay the 

respondents1 costs connected with the application to intro

duce the counterclaim. On the merits of the counterclaim 

»4 appellants were ordered to pay the respondents1 costs, 

save on certain special issues connected with it on which 

the appellants succeeded^ (paragraph 12 of the Order). On 

j£rI' i i 1*^6 my dëcision the first sentence of the fourth sub-paragraph

of paragraph 12 of the Order, reading "That the First 

"and Second Respondents do pay the Applicants’ costs of 

"the Counterclaim", should be altered to r^ad • "That 

"the Second and Third Applicants do pay the First and 

"Second Respondents’ costs of the Counterclaim ng^-i^st 

"them, and that the First and Secord Respondents pay the 

"First Applicant’s costs of the Counterclaim."
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Provincial Division and in this Court*

(a) As against the First Respondeat (First

Applicant in the Wate^ Corrt) the appeal is dis-1 

missed with costs.

(3) The Crder wade by the ter Court, as 

amended by the Provincial Division, is further 

amended as follows

(a)(i) The present paragraph 4 to become 4(a).

(ii) Paragraph 4(h) to be inserted as

follows

Paragraphs 3 4(a) hereof not to

be constructed as containing any decis

ion on the question 'whether First, and 

Second Respondents are entitled to exer

cise their right of aqueduct for convey

ance of the quantity of "a ter defined in

paragraph 1 hereof by means of one furr/
•7» ’11

(b)

only/or by means other than a furrow, 
I 

a pipeline or pipelines. j

The fallowing nev para raph is substi- 
i|

ed for paragraph 9 I

($)(i). That despite the decl^ratil

in paragraph 8 above, the Secord and I 
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Third Applicants are entitled, to divert 

and use the v/ater of the Salt Rivet* 

upon the aforesaid property, Klein Aar, 

provided 
for the purpose of irrigation, jmaxxidni 

that, subject to any prescriptive 

right which the Second and Third App- 

licants may establish, they do not for 

such diversion and use abstract a 

greater flow of water from the river, 

or abstract the 'voter at a point or in 

a manner more prejudicial to the First 

and Second Respondents, than was done 

for the maximum use made of such '/a ter 

on Klein Aar before August 21st, 1906. 

(ii) Failing agreement between the- 

parties concerned as to the method by 

which the abstraction may take place sc 

as to give effect to this Order, the 

matter is referred back to the Vater 

Court for a determination of the method 

of abstraction and a decision or apy 

issues necessary to enable the Court to 

make such detent nation, ' s w<ell T-s or 
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the costs involved, and any of the 

parties concerned may, Qn notice to the 

other parties, set the matter down in 

the Water Court for such determination, 
-ft

(c) The first sentence of the ifourth sub*

paragraph of paragraph 12, reading "That 
H 

u

the First and Sedond Respondents do yay 

the Applicants1 costs of the Counterclaim", 

is altered to reed * "That the Second and 

Third Applicants do pay the Respondents 1 

costs of the Counterclaim against them, 

and that the First and Second Respondents 

pay the First Applic nt costs of the

Count: relaim, "


